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Abstract

The theory of linear transports along paths in vector bundles,

generalizing the parallel transports generated by linear connections, is

developed. The normal frames for them are defined as ones in which

their matrices are the identity matrix or their coefficients vanish. A

number of results, including theorems of existence and uniqueness,

concerning normal frames are derived. Special attention is paid to the

important case when the bundle’s base is a manifold. The normal frames

are defined and investigated also for derivations along paths and along

tangent vector fields in the last case. It is proved that normal frames

always exist at a single point or along a given (smooth) path. On other

subsets normal frames exist only as an exception if (and only if) certain

additional conditions, derived here, are satisfied. Gravity physics and

gauge theories are pointed out as possible fields for application of the

results obtained.
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1. Introduction

Conventionally, local coordinates or frames (or frame fields), which
can be holonomic or not, are called normal if in them the coefficients of a
linear connection vanish on some subset, usually a submanifold, of a
differentiable manifold. Until recently the existence of normal frames
was known (proved) only for symmetric linear connections on
submanifolds of a (pseudo-) Riemannian manifold [7, 45, 46, 47, 52]. New
light on these problems was thrown in a series of papers [15-17], where a
comprehensive analysis of the normal frames for derivations of the tensor
algebra over a differentiable manifold is given; in particular, they
completely cover the exploration of normal frames for arbitrary linear
connections on a manifold. These strict results are applied in [18] for
rigorous analysis of the equivalence principle. This results in two main
conclusions: the (strong) equivalence principle (in its ‘conventional’
formulations) is a provable theorem and the normal frames are the
mathematical realization of the physical concept of ‘inertial’ frames.
Another physical application the normal frames find is in the bundle
formulation of quantum mechanics [19]. In this approach the normal
frames realize the (shift to the) bundle Heisenberg picture of motion [20].

The present investigation is a completely revised and expanded
version of [21]. It can also be considered as a continuation of the series of
works [15-17] which are its special cases and, at the same time, its
supplement. Here we study a wide range of problems concerning frames
normal for linear transports and derivations along paths in vector
bundles and for derivations along tangent vector fields in  case when the
bundle’s base is a differentiable manifold. In the last case, the only
general result known to the author concerning normal frames is [42, p.
102, Theorem 2.106].

The structure of this work is as follows.

Section 2 is devoted to the general theory of linear transports along
paths in vector fibre bundles which is a far-reaching generalization of the
theory of parallel transports generated by linear connections.1 The

                                                     
1 This result is not explicitly proved here. The interested reader is referred to [22] for details

and the proof of this assertion.
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general form and other properties of these transports are studied. A
bijective correspondence between them and derivations along paths is
established. In Section 3, the normal frames are defined as ones in which
the matrix of a linear transport along paths is the unit (identity) one or,
equivalently, in which its coefficients, as defined in Section 2, vanish
‘locally’. A number of properties of normal frames are found. In Section 4
is explored the problem of existence of normal frames. Several necessary
and sufficient conditions for such existence are proved and the explicit
construction of normal frames, if any, is presented.

Section 5 concentrates on, possibly, the most important special case
of frames normal for linear transports or derivations along smooth paths
in vector bundles with a differentiable manifold as a base. A specific
necessary and sufficient condition for existence of normal frames in this
case is proved in Subsection 5.1. In particular, normal frames may exist
only for those linear transports or derivations along paths whose (2-
index) coefficients linearly depend on the vector tangent to the path along
which they act. Obviously, this is a generalization of the derivative along
curves assigned to a linear connection. Subsection 5.2 is devoted to
problems concerning frames normal for derivations along tangent vector
fields in a bundle with a manifold as a base. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for the existence of these frames are derived. The conclusion is
made that there is a one-to-one onto correspondence between the sets of
linear transports along paths, derivations along paths, and derivations
along tangent vector fields all of which admit normal frames.

Section 6 concerns a special type of normal frames in which the
3-index coefficients, if any, of a linear transport along paths vanish.

In Section 7 are presented some general remarks. It is shown that the
results of [15-17] remain valid, practically without changes, for (strong)
normal frames in vector bundles with a manifold as a base.

All fibre bundles in this work are vectorial ones. The base and total
bundle space of such bundles can be general topological spaces. However,
if some kind of differentiation in one/both of these spaces is required,
it/they should possess a smooth structure; if this is the case, we require

it/they to be smooth, of class ,1C  differentiable manifold(s). Starting from

Section 5, the base and total bundle space are supposed to be 1C
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manifolds. Sections 2-4 do not depend on the existence of a smoothness
structure in the bundle’s base. Smoothness of the bundle space is
partially required in Sections 2-4.2

2. Linear Transports along Paths in Vector Bundles

From different view-points, the connection theory can be found in
many works, like [9, 14, 33, 34, 38, 49, 56]. As pointed in these and many
other references, the concept of a parallel transport is defined on the base
of one of a connection. The opposite approach, i.e., the definition of a
connection on the ground of an axiomatically defined concept of a parallel
transport, is also known and considered in [4, 6, 32, 35-37, 39, 40, 41, 42,
51].

The purpose of the present section is an introduction and partial
study of an axiomatic definition (and generalization) of parallel transport
in vector bundles, called transport along paths which in the particular
case is required to be linear.

Our basic definition of a (linear) transport along paths is Definition
2.1 below. Comparing it with [23, Definition 2.1] and taking into account
[23, Proposition 4.1], we conclude that special types of general linear
transports along paths are: the parallel transport assigned to a linear
connection (covariant derivative) of the tensor algebra of a manifold [34,
47], Fermi-Walker transport [12, 50], Fermi transport [50], Truesdell
transport [54, 55], Jaumann transport [44], Lie transport [12, 47], the
modified Fermi-Walker and Frenet-Serret transports [3] etc.
Consequently, Definition 2.1 is general enough to cover a list of
important transports used in theoretical physics and mathematics. Thus
studying the properties of the linear transports along paths, we can make
corresponding conclusions for any one of the transports mentioned.3

                                                     
2 The bundle space is required to be a 1C  manifold in Section 2 (starting from Definition

2.2), in Definition 3.1′, in Propositions 3.1-3.1, if (3.1c) and (3.1d) are taken into account, in
Theorem 4.2, and in Proposition 4.6.

3 The concept of linear transport along paths in vector bundles can be generalized to the
transports along paths in arbitrary bundles [39] and to transports along maps in bundles is
considered in [25]. An interesting consideration of the concept of (parallel) ‘transport’ (along
closed paths) in connection with homotopy theory and the classification problem of bundles
can be found in [48]. These generalizations are out of the scope of the present work.
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As we said above, Definition 2.1 below realizes, an axiomatic
approach to the concept of a parallel transport [4, 35, 37, 40, 42, 51].4

However, a detailed discussion of this topic is out of the scope of the
present work and will be presented elsewhere.

2.1. Definition and general form

Let ( )BE ,, π  be a complex5 vector bundle [9, 42] with bundle (total)

space E, base B, projection ,: BE →π  and homeomorphic fibres ( ),1 x−π

.Bx ∈ 6 Whenever some kind of differentiation in E is considered, the

bundle space E will be required to be a 1C  differentiable manifold. The

base B is supposed to be a general topological space in Sections 2-4 and

from Section 5 onwards is required to be a 1C  differentiable manifold. By

J and BJ →γ :  are denoted real interval and path in B, respectively.

The paths considered are generally not supposed to be continuous or

differentiable unless their differentiability class is stated explicitly.

Definition 2.1. A linear transport along paths in the bundle

( )BE ,, π  is a map L assigning to every path γ a map ,γL  transport along

γ, such that ( ) ,,: γ
→

γ
tsLtsL  where the map

( )( ) ( )( ) ,,,: 11 JtstsL ts ∈γπ→γπ −−γ
→ (2.1)

called transport along γ from s to t, has the properties:

,,,, JtsrLLL trsrts ∈= γ
→

γ
→

γ
→ (2.2)

                                                     
4 The author of [4] states that his paper is based on unpublished lectures of Prof. Willi

Rinow in 1949. See also [42, p. 46], where the author claims that the first axiomatical

definition of a parallel transport in the tangent bundle case is given by Prof. W. Rinow in his

lectures at the Humboldt University in 1949. Some heuristic comments on the axiomatic

approach to parallel transport theory can be found in [10, Section 2.1] too.

5 All of our definitions and results hold also for real vector bundles. Most of them are valid

for vector bundles over more general fields too but this is inessential for the following.

6 When writing XXx ,∈  being a set, we mean “for all x in X” if the point x is not specified

(fixed, given) and is considered as an argument or a variable.
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( )( ) ,,1 JsidL
sss ∈=

γπ
γ
→ − (2.3)

( ) ( )( ),,,,, 1 svuuvLuLvuL tststs γπ∈∈λµ+λ=µ+λ −γ
→

γ
→

γ
→ C (2.4)

where  denotes composition of maps and Xid  is the identity map of a

set X.

Remark 2.1. Equations (2.2) and (2.3) mean that L is a transport

along paths in the bundle ( ),,, BE π  which may be an arbitrary

topological bundle, not only a vector one in the general case [24,

Definition 2.1],7 while (2.4) specifies that it is linear [24, equation (2.8)].

In the present work only linear transports will be explored.

Remark 2.2. Definition 2.1 is a generalization of the concept of
‘linear connection’ given, e.g., in [4, Section 1.2] (see especially [4, p. 138,

Axiom )])( 1L  which practically defines the covariant derivative in terms

of linear transports along paths (see (2.34) below which is equivalent to

[4, p. 138, Axiom )]).( 3L  Our definition is much weaker; e.g., we

completely drop [4, p. 138, Axiom )]( 3L  and use, if required, weaker

smoothness conditions. An excellent introduction to the theory of vector
bundles and the parallel transports in them can be found in the book
[42]. In particular, in this reference is proved the equivalence of the
concepts parallel transport, connection and covariant derivative operator
in vector bundles (as defined there). Analogous results concerning linear

                                                     
7 The definition of a connection in a topological bundle ( )BE ,, π  in [51, Chapter IV, Section

B.3] is, in fact, an axiomatic definition of a parallel transport. If we neglect the continuity

condition in this definition, it defines a connection in ( )BE ,, π  as a mapping

( ) ( )qCqC ,,: γγ  assigning to any continuous path [ ] B→γ 1,0:  and a point

( )( )01 γπ∈ −q  a path ( ) [ ] EqC →γ 1,0:,  such that ( ) qqC =|γ 0,  and ( ) .γ=γπ qC ,  If I is

a transport along paths in ( ) ,,, BE π  then ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )qIqCtqCqC tt
γ
→=|γγγ 0,:,,:

defines a connection C in ( )BE ,, π  in the sense mentioned. Moreover, if this definition is

broadened by replacing [ ]1,0  with an arbitrary and not fixed closed interval [ ],, ba  with

R∈ba,  and ,ba ≤  then the converse is also true, i.e., ( ) ( ) [ ],,,, batqIqC tat ∈=|γ γ
→  for

some transport I. However, the proof of this statement is not trivial.
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transports along paths will be presented below. The detailed comparison
of Definition 2.1 with analogous ones in the literature is not a subject of
this work and will be given elsewhere (see, e.g., [22]).

From (2.2) and (2.3), we get that γ
→tsL  are invertible mappings and

( ) .,,1 JtsLL stts ∈= γ
→

−γ
→ (2.5)

Hence the linear transports along paths are in fact linear isomorphisms
of the fibres over the path along which they act.

The following two propositions establish the general structure of
linear transports along paths.8

Proposition 2.1. A map (2.1) is a linear transport along γ from s to t

for every Jts ∈,  if and only if there exist a vector space V, isomorphic

with ( )x1−π  for all ,Bx ∈  and a family { ( ) ( )( ) }JsVssF ∈→γπγ − ,:; 1

of linear isomorphisms such that

( ) ( ) .,,;;1 JtssFtFL ts ∈γγ= −γ
→ (2.6)

Proof. If (2.1) is a linear transport along γ from s to t, then fixing

some Js ∈0  and using (2.3) and (2.5), we get == γ
→

γ
→

γ
→ 00 sststs LLL

( ) .
00

1 γ
→

−γ
→ ssst LL  So (2.6) holds for ( )( )0

1 sV γπ= −  and ( ) .;
0

γ
→=γ ssLsF

Conversely, if (2.6) is valid for some linear isomorphisms ( ),; γsF  then a

straightforward calculation shows that it converts (2.2) and (2.3) into

identities and (2.4) holds due to the linearity of ( ).; γsF

Proposition 2.2. Let a representation (2.6) for a vector space V and

some linear isomorphisms ( ) ( )( ) ,,:; 1 JsVssF ∈→γπγ −  be given for a

linear transport along paths in the vector bundle ( ).,, BE π  For a vector

                                                     
8 Particular examples of Proposition 2.1 are known for parallel transports in vector bundles.

For instance, Proposition 1 in [43, p. 240] realizes it for parallel transport in a bundle

associated to a principal one and induced by a connection in the latter case; see also the

proof of the lemma in the proof of Proposition 1.1 in [34, Chapter III, Section 1], where a

similar result is obtained implicitly.
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space ,V  there exist linear isomorphisms ( ) ( )( ) ,:; 1 VssF →γπγ −

,Js ∈   for which

( ) ( ) ,,,;;1 JtssFtFL ts ∈γγ= −γ
→ (2.7)

iff there exists a linear isomorphism ( ) VVD →γ :  such that

( ) ( ) ( ) .,;; JssFDsF ∈γγ=γ (2.8)

Proof. If equation (2.8) holds, the substitution of ( ) ( )γ=γ −1; DsF

( )γ;sF  into (2.6) yields (2.7). Vice versa, if (2.7) is valid, then from its

comparison with (2.6) follows that ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )γ=γγ=γ − ;;; 1 sFtFtFD

( )( ) 1; −γsF  is the required (independent of ), Jts ∈  isomorphism.

Starting from this point, we shall investigate further only the finite-

dimensional case, ( ) ( ) ∞<π=π −− yx 11 dimdim  for all ., Byx ∈  In this

way we shall avoid a great number of specific problems arising when the
fibres have infinite dimension (see, e.g., [2] for details). A lot of our
results are valid, possibly mutatis mutandis, in the infinite-dimensional
treatment too. One way for transferring results from finite to infinite
dimensional spaces is the direct limit from the first to the second ones.
Then, for instance, if the bundle’s dimension is countably or uncountably
infinite, the corresponding sums must be replaced by series or integrals
whose convergence, however, requires special exploration [2]. Linear
transports along paths in infinite-dimensional vector bundles naturally
arise, e.g., in the fibre bundle formulation of quantum mechanics [19, 20,
26-28]. Generally, there are many difficulties with the infinite-
dimensional problem which deserves a separate investigation.

2.2. Representations in frames along paths

Now we shall look locally at linear transports along paths.

Let ( ){ }γ;sei  be a basis in ( )( ) .,1 Jss ∈γπ− 9 So, along BJ →γ :  we

                                                     
9 Here and henceforth the Latin indices run from 1 to ( ) .,dim 1 Bxx ∈π−  We also assume

the usual summation rule on indices repeated on different levels.
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have a set { }ie  of bases on ( )( ).1 Jγπ−  The dependence of ( )γ;sei  on s is

inessential if we are interested only in the algebraic properties of the
linear transports along a path; this will be the case through the proof of
Proposition 2.5. Starting with two paragraphs before Definition 2.2, the

mapping ( )γ;ses i  will be required to be of class 1C  as some kind of

differentiation of liftings of paths will be considered.10

The matrix ( ) [ ( )]γ=γ ;,:;, stLst i
jL  (along  γ at ( )ts,  in { })ie  of a

linear transport L along γ from s to t is defined via the expansion11

( )( ) ( ) ( ) .,,;;,:; JtstestLseL j
j
iits ∈γγ=γγ

→ (2.9)

We call ( ) ( )γ→γ ;,;,: stst LL  the matrix (function) of L; respectively

j
iL  are its matrix elements or components in the given field of bases.

It is almost evident that

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ( )( )) ,;;;, 11 ∗−− γπ⊗γπ∈γ⊗γγ stsetestL i
j

j
i (2.10)

where ⊗ is the tensor product sign, the asterisk ( )∗  denotes dual object,

and ( ) ( )( ) .;:; ∗γ=γ sese i
i  Hence the change of the bases ( ){ } { ( )γ′γ ;; sese ii

( ) ( )}γγ= ;;: sesA j
j
i  by means of a non-degenerate matrix ( ) =γ :;sA

[ ( )]γ;sA j
i  implies

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )γγγ=γ′γ − ;;,;;,;, 1 sAsttAstst LLL (2.11)

or in component form

( ) ( ( )) ( ) ( ).;;,;;, 1 γγγ=γ′ − sAstLtAstL l
i

k
l

j
k

j
i (2.11′)

Evidently, for ( ) ( ) ( )( ),;; 1 ssesuu i
i γπ∈γγ= −  due to (2.4), we have

( ( ) ( )) ( ).;;;, γγγ=γ
→ tesustLuL j

ij
its (2.12)

                                                     
10 The mapping ( )γ⋅γ ,ie  is, obviously, a lifting of paths.

11 Notice the different positions of the arguments s and t in γ
→tsL  and in ( ).;, γstL
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In terms of the matrix L of L, the basic equations (2.2) and (2.3) read

respectively

( ) ( ) ( ) ,,,,;,;,;, Jtsrrtrsst ∈γ=γγ LLL (2.13)

( ) Jsss ∈=γ ,;, 1L (2.14)

with 1 being the identity (unit) matrix of corresponding size. From these
equalities immediately follows that L is always non-degenerate.

Proposition 2.3. A linear map (2.1) is a linear transport along γ from

s to t iff its matrix, defined via (2.9), satisfies (2.13) and (2.14).

Proof. The necessity was already proved. The sufficiency is trivial: a
simple checking proves that (2.13) and (2.14) convert respectively (2.2)
and (2.3) into identities.

Proposition 2.4. A non-degenerate matrix-valued function ( )γ;,: stL

( )γ;, stL  is a matrix of some linear transport along paths L (in a given

field { }ie  of bases along γ) iff

( ) ( ) ( ),;;;, 1 γγ=γ − stst FFL (2.15)

where ( ) ( )γγ ;;: tt FF  is a non-degenerate matrix-valued function.

Proof. This proposition is simply a matrix form of Proposition 2.1. If

{ }if  is a basis in V and ( ) ( ) ( ) ,;;; j
j

ii fsFsesF γ=γγ  then (2.15) with

( )γ;sF  [ ( )]γ= ;sF j
i  is equivalent to (2.6).

Proposition 2.5. If the matrix L of a linear transport L along paths

has a representation

( ) ( ) ( )γγ=γ − ;;;, 1 stst FFL (2.16)

for some matrix-valued function ( ),; γsF  then all matrix-valued

functions F representing L via (2.15) are given by

( ) ( ) ( ),;; 1 γγ=γ − ss FDF (2.17)

where ( )γD  is a non-degenerate matrix depending only on γ.
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Proof. In fact, this propositions is a matrix variant of Proposition 2.2;

( )γD  is simply the matrix of the map ( )γD  in some bases.

If ( )γ;sF  and ( )γ′ ;sF  are two matrix-valued functions, representing

the matrix of L via (2.15) in two bases { }ie  and { }ie′  respectively, then, as

a consequence of (2.11), the relation

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )γγγ=γ′ ;;; sAsCs FF (2.18)

holds for some non-degenerate matrix-valued function C of γ.

2.3. Linear transports and derivations along paths

Below we want to consider some properties of the linear transports
along paths connected with their ‘differentiability’; in particular, we shall
establish a bijective correspondence between them and the derivations

along paths. For the purpose is required a smooth, of class at least ,1C

transition from fibre to fibre when moving along a path in the base.
Rigorously this is achieved by exploring transports in bundles whose

bundle space is a 1C  differentiable manifold which will be supposed from

now on.

Let ( )BE ,, π  be a vector bundle whose bundle space E is a 1C

differentiable manifold. A linear transport γL  along BJ →γ :  is called

differentiable of class ,1,0, =kCk  or simply kC  transport, if for

arbitrary Js ∈  and ( )( ),1 su γπ∈ −  the path EJus →γ :;  with ( ) =γ :; tus

( )( ) ,,1 JttuL ts ∈γπ∈ −γ
→  is a kC  mapping in the bundle space E.12 If a

kC  linear transport has a representation (2.6), the mapping ( )γ;sFs

is of class .kC  So, the transport γL  is of class kC  iff γ
→tsL  has kC

dependence on s and t simultaneously. If ( ){ }γ⋅;ie  is a kC  frame along γ,

i.e., ( ){ }γ;sei  is a basis in ( )( )sγπ−1  and the mapping ( )γ;ses i  is of

                                                     
12 If E is of class rC  with ,,...,,1,0 ω∞=r  we can define in an evident way a kC

transport for every .rk ≤
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class kC  for all i, from (2.12) follows that γL  is of class kC  iff its matrix

( )γ;, stL  has kC  dependence on s and t.

Let E be a 1C  manifold and S be a set of paths in B,

{ }.: BJS →γ⊆  A transport L along paths in ( ),,, BE π  E being rC

manifold, is said to be of class ,...,,1,0, rkCk =  on S if the

corresponding transport γL  along γ is of class kC  for all .S∈γ  A

transport along paths may turn to be of class kC  on some set S of paths

in B and not to be of class kC  on other set S′  of paths in B. Below,

through Section 5, the set S will not be specialized and written explicitly;

correspondingly, we shall speak simply of kC  transports implicitly

assuming that they are such on some set S. Starting from Section 5, we

shall suppose B to be a 1C  manifold and the set S to be the one of 1C

paths in B. Further we consider only 1C  linear transports along paths

whose matrices will be referred to smooth frames along paths.

Now we want to define what a derivation along paths is (see
Definition 2.2 below). For this end we will need some preliminary
material.

A lifting (or lift)13 ( )( )BE ,,in π  of XBXg ,: →  being a set, is a

map EXg →:  such that ;gg =π  in particular, the liftings of the

identity Bid  of B are called sections and their set is ( ) =π :,,Sec BE

{ }.,: BidEB =σπ→σ|σ  Let ( ) { }AJA →γ|γ= ::P  be the set of

paths in a set A and ( ) { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) γ=γλπ→λ|λ=π ,PP::,,PLift EBBE

for ( )}BP∈γ  be the set of liftings of paths from B to E.14 The set

( )BE ,,PLift π  is: (i) A natural C -vector space if we put ( ) γµ+λ :ba

                                                     
13 For detail see, e.g., [13].
14 Every linear transport L along paths provides a lifting of paths: for every BJ →γ :  fix

some Js ∈  and ( )( ) ,1 su γπ∈ −  the mapping us;γγ  with ( ) =γ :; tus  JtuL ts ∈γ
→ ,  is a

lifting of paths from B to E.
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γγ µ+λ ba  for ( ),,,PLift,,, BEba π∈µλ∈ C  and ( ),P B∈γ  where, for

brevity, we write γλ  for ( ) ;:, γλγλγλ  (ii) A natural left module with

respect to complex functions on B: if ,:, C→Bgf  we define ( ) :µ+λ gf

( ) ( )γγ µ+λγ gf  with ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )ssfsf γγ λγ=λ :  for BJ →γ :  and ;Js ∈

(iii) A left module with respect to the set ( ) { JB :,::PF γϕγϕ|ϕ= γ

}C→ϕ→ γ JB :,  of functions along paths in the base B: for ∈ψϕ,

( ),PF B  we set ( ) ( ) ( ) ,: γγ ψµ+ϕλγψµ+ϕλ  where ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ss γγγ λϕ=ϕλ :

( ) ( ).: ss γγ λϕ=

If we consider ( )BE ,,PLift π  as a C -vector space, its dimension is

equal to infinity. If we regard ( )BE ,,PLift π  as a left ( )BPF -module, its

rank is equal to the dimension of ( )BE ,, π  (i.e., to the dimension of the

fibre(s) of ( )).,, BE π  In the last case a basis in ( )BE ,,PLift π  can be

constructed as follows.

For every path BJ →γ :  and ,Js ∈  choose a basis ( ){ }γ;sei  in the

fibre ( )( );1 sγπ−  if the total space E is a 1C  manifold, then we suppose

( )γ;sei  to have a 1C  dependence on s. Define liftings along paths ∈ie

( )BE ,,PLift π  by ( ),;:: γ⋅=|γ γ iii eee  i.e., ( ) ( ).;:: γ=|| γγ sesese iii

The set { }ie  is a basis in ( ),,,PLift BE π  i.e., for every ( )BE ,,PLift π∈λ

there are ( )Bi PF∈λ  such that i
ieλ=λ  and { }ie  are ( )BPF -linearly

independent. Actually, for any path BJ →γ :  and number ,Js ∈  we

have ( ) ( )( ),1 ss γπ∈λ −
γ  so there exist numbers ( ) C∈λγ si  such that

( ) ( ) ( ).; γλ=λ γγ sess i
i  Defining ( )Bi PF∈λ  by ii

γλγλ :  with si :γλ

( ),si
γλ  we get ;i

ieλ=λ  if ( )γ⋅;ie  is of class ,1C  so are .i
γλ  The ( )BPF -

linear independence of { }ie  is an evident corollary of the C -linear

independence of ( ){ }.; γsei  As we notice above, if E is 1C  manifold, we

choose ,ie  i.e., ,γ|ie  to be of class 1C  and, consequently, the components

,iλ  i.e., ,i
γλ  will be of class 1C  too.
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Let ( )BE ,, π  be a vector bundle whose bundle space E is 1C

manifold. Denote by ( ) ,1,0,,,PLift =π kBEk  the set of liftings of paths

from B to E such that the lifted paths are kC  paths and by

( ) ,1,0,PF =kBk  the set of kC  functions along paths in B, i.e.,

( )BkPF∈ϕ  if γϕ  is of class .kC  Obviously, not every path in B has a kC

lifting in E; for instance, all liftings of a discontinuous path in B are

discontinuous paths in E. The set of paths in B having kC  liftings in E is

( ) { ( )},P:P EE kk ∈γ|γπ=π  with ( )EkP  being the set of kC  paths in

E. Therefore, when talking of kC  liftings in ( ),,,PLift BEk π  we shall

implicitly assume that they are acting on paths in ( ) ( ).PP BEk ⊂π  The

discontinuous paths in B are, of course, not in ( ),P Ekπ  so that they are

excluded from the considerations below.

If E and B are 1C  manifolds, then we denote by ( )BEk ,,Sec π  the

set of kC  sections of the bundle ( ).,, BE π

Definition 2.2. A derivation along paths in ( )BE ,, π  or a derivation

of liftings of paths in ( )BE ,, π  is a map

( ) ( )BEBED ,,PLift,,PLift: 01 π→π (2.19a)

which is C -linear,

( ) ( ) ( )µ+λ=µ+λ bDaDbaD (2.20a)

for C∈ba,  and ( ),,,PLift, 1 BE π∈µλ  and the mapping

( ) ( )( ),,,PLift: 11 sBEDs γπ→π −γ (2.19b)

defined via ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )sDsDDs γ
γ λ=γλ=λ :  and called derivation along

BJ →γ :  at ,Js ∈  satisfies the ‘Leibnitz rule’:

( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )λ+λ=λ γ
γγ

γγ
ss Dsfs

s
sf

fD
d

d
(2.20b)
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for every ( ).PF1 Bf ∈  The mapping

( ) ( ( )( )),P,,PLift: 11 JBED γπ→π −γ (2.19c)

defined by ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ,: γγ
γ λ=|λ=λ DDD  is called a derivation along γ.

Before continuing with the study of linear transports along paths, we
want to say a few words on the links between sections (along paths) and
liftings of paths.

The set ( )BE ,,PSec π  of sections along paths of ( )BE ,, π  consists of

mappings γγ σσ :  assigning to every path BJ →γ :  a section ∈γσ

(( ) ( ) )JBE γ|π,,Sec  of the bundle restricted to ( ).Jγ  Every (ordinary)

section ( )BE ,,Sec π∈σ  generates a section σ  along paths via γ:σ

( ),: Jγγ |σ=σ  i.e., γσ  is simply the restriction of σ to ( );Jγ  hence γα = σσ

for every path BJ →α α:  with ( ) ( ).JJ γ=α α  Every ( )BE ,,PSec π∈σ

generates a lifting ( )BE ,,PLiftˆ π∈σ  by ;:ˆ:ˆ γ=γ γγ σσσ  in particular,

the lifting σ̂  associated to ( )BE ,,Sec π∈σ  is given via ( ) .ˆ γ|σ=σ γγ J

Every derivation D along paths generates a map

( ) ( )BEBED ,,PLift,,PSec: 01 π→π

such that, if ( ),,,PSec1 BE π∈σ  then ( ),: σσσ DDD =  where :σD

σγγ D  is a lifting of paths defined by ( ) ( ) σσσ ˆ:: γγγ = sDsDsD

with σ̂  being the lifting generated by ,σ  i.e., .:ˆ γ=γ γγ σσ  The

mapping D  may be called a derivation of 1C  sections along paths.

Notice, if BJ →γ :  has intersection points and ( )Jx γ∈0  is such a

point, the map ( ) ( )( )JJ γπ→γ −1  given by { ( ) ( ) },, JsxsDx s ∈=γ|γ σ

( ),Jx γ∈  is generally multiple-valued at 0x  and, consequently, is not a

section of ( ) ( ).,, JBE γ|π

If B is a 1C  manifold and for some BJ →γ :  there exists a

subinterval JJ ⊆′  on which the restricted path BJJ →′|γ :  is without
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self-intersections, i.e., ( ) ( )ts γ≠γ  for Jts ′∈,  and ,ts ≠  we can define

the derivation along γ of the sections over ( )J ′γ  as a map

(( ) ( ) ) (( ) ( ) )JJ BEBE ′γ′γ
γ |π→|π ,,Sec,,Sec: 01D (2.21)

such that

( ) ( ) σ=σ γγ ˆ: sDxD    for ( ),sx γ= (2.22)

where Js ′∈  is unique for a given x and (( ) ( ) )JBE ′γ|π∈σ ,,PLiftˆ  is

given by ( ) .ˆ JJ ′′γ |γ|σ=σ  Generally the map (2.21) defined by (2.22) is

multiple-valued at the points of self-intersections of γ, if any, as ( ) ( )xσγD

{ ( ) }.,:ˆ: xsJsDs =γ∈σ= γ  The so-defined map γγ DD :  is called a

section-derivation along paths. As we said, it is single-valued only along

paths without self-intersections.

Generally a section along paths or lifting of paths does not define a
(single-valued) section of the bundle as well as to a lifting along paths
there does not correspond some (single-valued) section along paths. The

last case admits one important special exception, viz. if a lifting λ is such

that the lifted path γλ  is an ‘exact topological copy’ of the underlying

path ,: BJ →γ  i.e., if there exist tsJts ≠∈ ,,  for which ( ) ( ),ts γ=γ

then ( ) ( ),ts γγ λ=λ  which means that if γ has intersection points, then

the lifting γλ  also possesses such points and they are in the fibres over

the corresponding intersection points of γ. Such a lifting λ generates a

section ( )BE ,,PSec π∈λ  along paths given by γλγλ :  with

( )sγλ :  ( ).sγλ  In the general case, the mapping ( ) ( )ss γλγ  for a

lifting λ of paths is multiple-valued at the points of self-intersection of

,: BJ →γ  if any; for injective path γ this map is a section of

( ) ( ).,, JBE γ|π  Such mappings will be called multiple-valued sections

along paths.

Definition 2.3. The derivation D along paths generated by a 1C

linear transport L along paths in ( ),,, BE π  E being a 1C  manifold, is a
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map of type (2.19a) such that for every path ,: BJ →γ  we have λγ :D

( )γλD  with ,,: JsDsD s ∈λλ γγ  where γ
sD  is a map (2.19b) given

via

( ) [ ( ) ( )]




 λ−ε+λ
ε

=λ γγ
γ

→ε+→ε
γ ssLD sss

1lim:
0

(2.23)

for every lifting ( )BE ,,PLift1 π∈λ  with .: γλγλ  The mapping γD

(resp. )γsD  will be called a derivation along γ generated by L (resp. a

derivation along γ at s assigned to L).

Remark 2.3. The operator γ
sD  is an analogue of the covariant

derivative assigned to a linear connection; cf., e.g., [4, p. 139, equation
(12)].

Remark 2.4. Notice, if γ has self-intersections and ( )Jx γ∈0  is such

a point, the mapping ( ) ( ),,1 Jxxx γ∈π−  given by { ( ) ( ) ,xsDx s =γ|λγ

}Js ∈  is, generally, multiple-valued at .0x

Let L be a linear transport along paths in ( ).,, BE π  For every path

,: BJ →γ  choose some Js ∈0  and ( )( ).0
1

0 su γπ∈ −  The mapping

  ( ) 0,,,, 000000000
::,:,: uLtLtLEJLLL tsusususus

γ
→

γγγγ =→γ (2.24)

is, evidently, a lifting of paths.

Definition 2.4. The lifting of paths L  from B to E in ( )BE ,, π

defined via (2.24) is called lifting (of paths) generated by the (linear)

transport L.

Equations (2.2) and (2.4), combined with (2.23), immediately imply

( ) ,,0 JtLDt ∈≡γ (2.25)

( ) ( ),,,PLift,,,, 1 BEbabDaDbaD sss π∈µλ∈µ+λ=µ+λ γγγ C (2.26)

where Js ∈0  and 0u  are fixed. In other words, equation (2.25) means

that the lifting L  is constant along every path γ with respect to D.
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Let ( ){ }γ;sei  be a smooth field of bases along .,: JsBJ ∈→γ

Combining (2.12) and (2.23), we find the explicit local action of :γsD 15

( )
( ) ( ) ( ).;;

d
d

γ











λγΓ+

λ
=λ γ

γγ sess
s
s

D i
ji

j

i

s (2.27)

Here the (2-index) coefficients i
jΓ  of the linear transport L are defined by

( )
( ) ( )

st

i
j

st

i
ji

j s
tsL

t
tsL

s
==

∂
γ∂

−=
∂

γ∂
=γΓ

;,;,
:; (2.28)

and, evidently, uniquely determine the derivation D generated by L.

A trivial corollary of (2.26) and (2.27) is the assertion that the
derivation along paths generated by a linear transport is actually a
derivation along paths (see Definition 2.2).

Below, we shall prove that, freely speaking, a linear transport along
path(s) can locally, in a given field of local bases, be described
equivalently by the set of its local coefficients (with the transformation
law (2.30) written below).

If the transport’s matrix L has a representation (2.15), from (2.28) we
get

( ) [ ( )] ( ) ( ) ( )
.

d
;d

;
;,

;:; 1
s
s

s
t
ts

ss
st

i
j

γ
γ=

∂
γ∂

=γΓ=γ −

=

F
F

LΓ (2.29)

From here, (2.11) and (2.14), we see that the change { } { }ij
iii eAee =′→  of

the bases along a path γ with a non-degenerate 1C  matrix-valued

function ( ) [ ( )]γ=γ ;:; sAsA j
i  implies

( ) [ ( )] ( ) [ ( )]γΓ′=γ′γΓ=γ ;;;; ssss i
j

i
j ΓΓ

                                                     
15 The existence of derivatives like ( ) ,dd ssi

γλ  viz. that K→λγ Ji :  are 1C  mappings,

follows from ( ).,,PLift1 BE π∈λ
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with

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
.

d
;d

;;;;; 11
s
sA

sAsAssAs
γ

γ+γγγ=γ′ −− ΓΓ (2.30)

Proposition 2.6. Let along every (resp. given) path BJ →γ :  be

given a geometrical object Γ whose local components i
jΓ  in a field of bases

{ }ie  along γ change according to (2.30) with ( ) [ ( )].;; γΓ=γ ss i
jΓ  There

exists a unique linear transport L along paths (resp. along γ) the matrix of

whose coefficients is exactly ( )γ;sΓ  in { }ie  along γ. Moreover, the matrix

of the components of L in { }ie  is

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ,,,;;,;;,;, 0
1

0 JtsssYstYst ∈γ⋅−γ⋅−=γ − ΓΓL (2.31)

where Js ∈0  is arbitrarily fixed and the matrix ( ),;, 0 ZssY  for a 0C

matrix-valued function ( ),: sZsZ  is the unique solution of the initial-

valued problem

( ) ( ) ,,;,,
d
d

0 JsZssYYYsZ
s
Y ∈== (2.32a)

( ) .;, 00 1=ZssY (2.32b)

Proof. At the beginning, we note that the proof of existence and
uniqueness of the solution of (2.32) can be found in [11, Chapter IV,
Section 1].

Given a linear transport L with a matrix (2.15). Suppose its

components are exactly ( )γΓ ;si
j  in { }.ie  Solving (2.29) with respect to

,dd 1 s−F  we obtain ( ) ( ) ( )γγ−=γ −− ;;d;d 11 ssss FF Γ  and, consequently,

( ) ( )( ) ( ).;;;,; 0
1

0
1 γγ⋅−=γ −− sssYs FF Γ  So, as a result of (2.15), the

matrix of L is (2.31). Because of [11, Chapter IV, equation (1.10)], the

expression

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ZssYZstYZssYZstYZstY ;,;,;,;,;, 0
1

000
−==

is independent of .0s  Besides, as a consequence of (2.30), the matrix
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(2.31) transforms according to (2.11) when the local bases are changed.

Hence (2.3) holds and, due to (2.12), the linear map L with a matrix (2.31)

in { }ie  is a linear transport along γ. In this way we have proved two

things: On one hand, a linear map with a matrix (2.31) in { }ie  is a linear

transport with local coefficients ( )γΓ ;si
j  in { }ie  along γ and, on the other

hand, any linear transport with local coefficients ( )γΓ ;si
j  in { }ie  has a

matrix (2.31) in { }.ie

Now we are ready to prove a fundamental result: there exists a

bijective mapping between the sets of 1C -linear transports along

paths and derivations along paths. The explicit correspondence

between linear transports along paths and derivations along paths is

through the equality of their local coefficients and components,

respectively, in a given field of bases. After the proof of this result, we

shall illustrate it in a case of linear connections on a manifold.

Proposition 2.7. A mapping (2.19a) (resp. (2.19c)) is a derivation

along paths (resp. along γ) iff there exists a unique linear transport along

paths (resp. along γ) generating it via (2.23).

Proof. Let ( ){ }γ;sei  be a frame along γ and D (resp. )γD  be a

derivation along paths (resp. along γ). Define the components16 ( )γΓ ;si
j  of

γD  in { }ie  by the expansion

( ) ( ),;;:ˆ γγΓ=γ seseD i
i
jjs (2.33)

where ( )γ⋅γ ;:ˆ ii ee  are liftings of the paths generated by .ie  They

uniquely define γD  as (2.20) implies (2.27). Besides, it is trivial to verify
the transformation law (2.30) for them. So, by Proposition 2.6, there is a

                                                     
16 In connection with the theory of normal frames (see Section 3 and further), it is

convenient to call ( )γΓ ;si
j  also (2-index) coefficients of .γD  This is consistent with the fact

that i
jΓ  are coefficients of some linear transport along paths (see below).
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unique linear transport along paths (resp. along γ) with the same local

coefficients.

Conversely, as we already proved, to any linear transport L along

paths (resp. along γ) there corresponds a derivation γD  along γ given via

(2.23) whose components coincide with the coefficients of γL  and
transform according to (2.30).

We end this section with two examples, the first of which is quite
important and well known.

Let ∇ be a linear connection (covariant derivative) [34] on a 1C

differentiable manifold M and ( ) ,,dim...,,1,,, MxMkjixi
jk ∈=Γ  be its

local coefficients in a field ( ){ }xEi  of bases in the tangent bundle over M,

i.e., .k
k
jijE EE

i
Γ=∇  If γ is a 1C  path in M, then ,

iE
i∇γ=∇γ  γ  being the

vector field tangent to γ, is a derivation along γ (in the bundle tangent to
M ) with local components

( ) ( )( ) ( ).; sss ki
jk

i
j γγΓ=γΓ (2.34)

It is a simple exercise to verify that the unique linear transport along

paths corresponding, in accordance with Proposition 2.7, to the derivation

with local components given by (2.34) is exactly the parallel transport

generated via the initial connection ∇.

As a second example, we consider a concrete kind of a linear transport
L in the trivial line bundle ( ),,pr, 1 BB R×  where B is a topological space,

which in particular can be a 0C  manifold, × is the Cartesian product sign,

and BB →× R:pr1  is the projection on B. An element of R×B  is of

the form ( )ybu ,=  for some Bb ∈  and R∈y  and the fibre over Bc ∈

is ( ) { } ( ){ };:,pr 1
1 RR ∈=×=− zzccc  the linear structure of ( )c1

1pr−  is

given by ( ) ( ) ( )22112211 ,,, zzczczc λ+λ=λ+λ  for .,,, 2121 R∈λλ zz

The bundle ( )BB ,pr, 1R×  admits a global frame field { }1e  consisting of

a single section ( )BBe ,pr,Sec 11 R×∈  such that ( ) =∋ bebBe 11 :

( ) ( ).pr1, 1
1 bb −∈  For BJ →γ :  and ,, Jts ∈  define ( )tsLL ,:: γγ
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( )( ) ( )( )tsL ts γ→γ −−γ
→

1
1

1
1 prpr:  by

( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) 








γ
γγ=γ

→ y
tf
sf

tuL ts ,    for ( )( ) ( )( ),pr, 1
1 sysu γ∈γ= − (2.35)

where ( ) { }0\: R→γ Jf  is a non-vanishing function on ( ).Jγ  The

verification of (2.2)-(2.4) is trivial and hence L is a linear transport along

paths. Its matrix in the frame { }1e  is ( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ,;,;, 1

1 tf
sf

stLst
γ
γ=γ=γL  in

conformity with (2.15). If { }0\: R→γ Jf  is of class ,1C  the single

coefficient of L is (see (2.28)) ( ) ( )( )( );ln
d
d;1

1 sf
s

s γ=γΓ  however, this

coefficient is a useful quantity if R×B  (and hence B) is a 1C  manifold–

see (2.27). Going some pages ahead (see Proposition 4.2 and Definition

3.4 below), we see that the transport L satisfies equation (4.1) below and

therefore admits normal frames; in particular the frame { }1f  such that

(see (4.2) below)

( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) 






γ
γ

γ=|=| γ
γ
→γ sf

sf
seLf ssss

0
11 ,

00

for a fixed Js ∈0  and any Js ∈  is normal along γ, i.e., the matrix of L

in { }1f  is the identity matrix (the number one in the particular case).

3. Normal Frames

The parallel transport in a Euclidean space nE  (or in )nR  has the

property that, in Cartesian coordinates, it preserves the components of

the vectors that are transported, changing only their initial points [5].

This evident observation, which can be taken even as a definition for

parallel transport in ,nE  is of fundamental importance when one tries to

generalize the situation.

Let a linear transport L along paths be given in a vector bundle

( ) BUBE ⊆π ,,,  be an arbitrary subset in B, and UJ →:γ  be a path

in U.
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Definition 3.1. A frame field (of bases) in ( )( )Jγπ−1  is called normal

along γ for L if the matrix of L in it is the identity matrix along the given

path γ.

Definition 3.2. A frame field (of bases) defined on U is called normal

on U for L if it is normal along every path UJ →γ :  in U. The frame is

called normal for L if .BU =

Notice that ‘normal’ refers to a ‘normal form’ as opposed to orthogonal
to tangential.

In the context of the present work, we pose the following problem.
Given a linear transport along paths, is it possible to find a local basis or
a field of bases (frame) in which its matrix is the identity one? Below we
shall rigorously formulate and investigate this problem.17 If frames with
this property exist, we call them normal (for the transport given).
According to (2.12), the linear transports do not change vectors’
components in such a frame and, conversely, a frame with the last
property is normal. Hence the normal frames are a straightforward
generalization of the Cartesian coordinates in Euclidean space.18 Because
of this and following the established terminology with respect to metrics
[1, 34], we call Euclidean a linear transport admitting normal frame(s).

Since a frame field, for instance on a set U, is actually a basis in the

set ( )( ) ( ( ) ),,,Sec,,Sec 1 UUBE UU |ππ=|π −  we call such a basis normal if

the corresponding field of bases is normal on U.

Definition 3.3. A linear transport along paths (or along a path γ) is
called Euclidean along some (or the given) path γ if it admits a frame

normal along γ.

                                                     
17 The problem for exploring normal frames for linear transports seems to be set in the

present paper for the first time. One studies usually normal frames for some kinds of
derivations which, in particular, can be linear connections [29].
18 According to the argument presented, it is more natural to call Cartesian the special kind

of local bases (or frames) we are talking about. But, in our opinion and for historical
reasons, it is better to use the already established terminology for linear connections and
derivations of the tensor algebra over a differentiable manifold (see below and [18, Appendix
A] or [17]).
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Definition 3.4. A linear transport along paths is called Euclidean on

U if it admits frame(s) normal on U. It is called Euclidean if .BU =

We want to note that the name “Euclidean transport” is connected

with the fact that if we put nB R=  and ( ) ( )n
xTx R=π−1  (the tangent

space to nR  at x) and identify ( )n
xT R  with ,nR  then in an orthonormal

frame, i.e., in Cartesian coordinates, the Euclidean transport coincides

with the standard parallel transport in nR  (leaving the vectors’
components unchanged).

Euclidean transports exist always in a case of a trivial bundle

( ),,pr, 1 BVB ×  with V being a vector space and BVB →×:pr1  being

the projection on B; cf. the last example at the end of Subsection 2.3. For

instance, the mapping ( )( ) ( )( ),,, vtvsL ts γ=γγ
→  for ,Vv ∈  defines a

Euclidean transport which is similar to the parallel one in .nR  Indeed, if

{ }Vifi dim...,,1: =  is a basis of V and ,i
i fvv =  then =| :: pii epe

( ) ,,, Bpfp i ∈  is a (global) frame on B if we put ( ) ( )vpfvpev i
i

pi
i ,, ==|

and therefore ( ( ) ) ( ),tisits eeL γγ
γ
→ |=|  which means that ( )tsLL ,:: γγ

γ
→tsL  is a Euclidean transport and { }ie  is a normal frame for it (see

Corollary 3.1 below).

Below we present some general results concerning normal frames
leaving the problem of their existence for the next section.

Proposition 3.1. The following statements are equivalent in a given

frame { }ie  over :BU ⊆

  (i) The matrix of L is the identity matrix on U, i.e., along every path γ
in U

( ) .;, 1=γstL (3.1a)

 (ii) The matrix of L along every UJ →γ :  depends only on γ, i.e., it

is independent of the points at which it is calculated:
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( ) ( ),;, γ=γ CstL (3.1b)

where C is a matrix-valued function of γ.

(iii) If E is a 1C  manifold, the coefficients ( )γΓ ;si
j  of L vanish on U,

i.e., along every path γ in U

( ) .0; =γsΓ (3.1c)

 (iv) The explicit local action of the derivation D along paths generated

by L reduces on U to differentiation of the components of the liftings with

respect to the path’s parameter if the path lies entirely in U:

( )
( ),;

d
d

γ
λ

=λ γγ se
s

s
D i

i

s (3.1d)

where ( )( ),,,PLift1
Ui

i BEe |π∈λ=λ  with E being a 1C  manifold, and

.: γλγλ

 (v) The transport L leaves the vectors’ components unchanged along

any path in U:

( ( )) ( ),;; γ=γγ
→ teuseuL i

i
i

i
ts (3.1e)

where .C∈iu

(vi) The basic vector fields are L-transported along any path

:: UJ →γ

( )( ) ( ).;; γ=γγ
→ teseL iits (3.1f)

Proof. We have to prove the equivalences

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0;;,;, =γ⇔=γ⇔γ=γ sstCst Γ1LL

( )
( ) ( ( )) ( )γ=γ⇔γ

λ
=λ⇔ γ

→
γγ ;;;

d
d

teuseuLse
s

s
D i

i
i

i
tsi

i

s

( )( ) ( ).;; γ=γ⇔ γ
→ teseL iits (3.2)
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If ( ) ( ),;, γ=γ CstL  then, using the representation (2.15), we get ( )γ;tF

( ) ( ) ( )γ=γγ= ;; 0sCs FF  for some fixed Js ∈0  as s and t are arbitrary,

so ( ) ( ) ( ) .;;;, 00
1

0 1=γγ=γ − ssst FFL  The inverse implication is trivial.

The second equivalence is a consequence of (2.29) and (2.15) since 0=Γ
implies ( ) ( ),; γ=γ FF s  while the third one is a corollary of (2.27). The

validity of the last but one equivalence is a consequence of ( ) 1=γ;, stL

( ( )) ( )γ=γ⇔ γ
→ ;; teuseuL i

i
i

i
ts  which follows from (2.12). The last

equivalence is a corollary of the linearity of L and the arbitrariness

of .iu

Remark 3.1. An evident corollary of the last proof is

( ) ( ) ( )γ=γ⇔=γ BFL ;;, sst 1 (3.3)

with B being a matrix-valued function of the path γ only. According to

Proposition 2.5, this dependence is inessential and, consequently, in a
normal frame, we can always choose representation (2.15) with

( ) .; 1=γsF (3.4)

Corollary 3.1. The equalities (3.1a)-(3.1f) are equivalent and any one

of them expresses a necessary and sufficient condition for a frame to be

normal for L in U. In particular, for ( )JU γ=  they express such a

condition along a fixed path γ.

Proof. This result is a direct consequence of Definition 3.2 and
Proposition 3.1.

A lifting of paths ( )BE ,,PLift π∈λ  is called L-transported along

,: BJ →γ  if for every Jts ∈,  is fulfilled ( ) ( )sLt ts γ
γ
→γ λ=λ  with

.: γλγλ  Hence a frame ( ){ }γ,sei  along γ is L-transported along γ if

the basic vectors ,ˆ...,,ˆ dim1 Bee  considered as liftings of paths, i.e., γ:ˆie

( ),; γ⋅ie  are L-transported along γ.

Therefore a frame is normal for L along γ iff it is L-transported along

γ, i.e., if, by definition, its basic vectors ( )γ;sei  satisfy (3.1f). As we shall
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see below (see Proposition 3.3), this allows a convenient and useful way
for constructing normal frames, if any.

For the above reasons, sometimes, it is convenient for the Definition
3.1 to be replaced, equivalently, by the next ones.

Definition 3.1′. If E is a 1C  manifold, a frame (or frame field) over

( )Jγ  is called normal along BJ →γ :  for a linear transport L along

paths if the coefficients of L along γ vanish in it.

Definition 3.1″. A frame over ( )Jγ  is called normal along

BJ →γ :  for a linear transport L along paths if it is L-transported

along γ.

The last definition of a normal frame is, in a sense, the ‘most
invariant (basis-free)’ one.

The next proposition describes the class of normal frames, if any,
along a given path.

Proposition 3.2. All frames normal for some linear transport along
paths which is Euclidean along a certain (fixed) path are connected by
linear transformations whose matrices may depend only on the given path
but not on the point at which the bases are defined.

Proof. Let { }ie  and { }jj
ii eAe =′ :  be frames normal along BJ →γ :

for a linear transport L along paths and L and L′  be the matrices of L in
them respectively. As, by definition ,1=′= LL  from (2.11), we get

( ) =γ;sA  ( )γ;tA  for any ,, Jts ∈  i.e., ( )γ;sA  depends only on γ and not

on s.

If E is a 1C  manifold and Γ  and Γ′  are the matrices of the

coefficients of L in { }ie  and { },ie′  respectively, by Proposition 3.1 we have

,0=′= ΓΓ  so the transformation law (2.30) implies ( ) ,0d;d =γ ssA

( ) [ ( )].;:; γ=γ sAsA j
i

Corollary 3.2. All frames normal for a Euclidean transport along a
given path are obtained from one of them via linear transformations
whose matrices may depend only on the path given but not on the point at
which the bases are defined.
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Proof. See Proposition 3.2 or its proof.

The following two results describe the class of all frames normal on

an arbitrary set U, if such frames exist.

Corollary 3.3. If a linear transport along paths admits frames

normal on a set U, then all of them are connected via linear

transformations with constant (on U) matrices.

Proof. Let { }ie  and { }jj
ii eAe =′ :  be frames normal on U and .Ux ∈

By Proposition 3.2 (see also Definition 3.2), for any paths β and γ in U

passing through x, we have ( ) [ ] ( ) ( )γ=β== BBj
iAxA :  for some matrix-

valued function B on the set of the paths in U. Hence ( ) const=xA  on U,

due to the arbitrariness of β and γ.

Corollary 3.4. If a linear transport along paths admits a frame

normal on a set U, then all such frames on U for it are obtained from that

frame by linear transformations with constant (on U) coefficients.

Proof. The result immediately follows from Corollary 3.3.

We end this section with a simple but important result which shows
how the normal frames, if any, can be constructed along a given path.

Proposition 3.3. If L is Euclidean transport along BJ →γ :  and

{ }0
ie  is a basis in ( )( )0

1 sγπ−  for some ,0 Js ∈  then the frame { }ie  along γ

defined by

( ) ( ) JseLse issi ∈=γ γ
→ ,; 0

0
(3.5)

is normal for L along γ.

Proof. Due to (2.2) and (3.5), the frame { }ie  satisfies (3.11) along γ.

Hence, by Corollary 3.1, it is normal for L along γ.

An analogous result on a set BU ⊆  will be presented in the next

section (see below - Proposition 4.5).
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4. On the Existence of Normal Frames

In the previous section there were derived a number of properties of
the normal frames, but the problem of their existence was neglected. This
is the subject of the present section.

At a given point Bx ∈  the following result is valid.

Proposition 4.1. A linear transport γL  along BJ →γ :  such that

( ) { }xJ =γ  for a given point Bx ∈  admits normal frame(s) iff it is the

identity mapping of the fibre over x, i.e., ( )xts idL 1−π
γ
→ =  for every

., Jts ∈

Proof. The sufficiency is trivial (see Definition 2.1). If { }ie  is

normal for γL  (at x), then ( ) C∈|=|=| γ
→

γ
→

i
xi

i
xits

i
xi

i
ts ueueLueuL ,  due

to ( ) ( ) xts =γ=γ  and Proposition 3.1, point (iv). Therefore =γ
→tsL

( ).1 x
id −π

Thus, for a degenerate path { } BxJ ⊂→γ :  for some ,Bx ∈  the

identity mapping of the fibre over x is the only realization of a Euclidean

transport along paths. Evidently, for such a transport every basis of that

fibre is a frame normal at x for it.

Proposition 4.2. A linear transport L along paths admits frame(s)

normal along a given path BJ →γ :  iff

( )( )sts idL
γπ

γ
→ −= 1    for every Jts ∈,  such that ( ) ( ),ts γ=γ (4.1)

i.e., if γ contains loops, the L-transport along each of them reduces to the

identity mapping of the fibre over the initial/final point of the

transportation.

Remark 4.1. For ts =  the equation (4.1) is identically satisfied due

to (2.3). But for ,ts ≠  if such s and t exist, this is highly non-trivial

restriction: it means that the result of L-transportation along γ of a vector

( )0
1 xu −π∈  for some ( )Jx γ∈0  from 0x  to a point ( )Jx γ∈  is
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independent of how long the vector has ‘traveled’ along γ or, more

precisely, if ( )Jxx γ∈,0  are fixed and, for each ( ) { ::, JrJJy y ∈=γ∈

( ) },yr =γ  then the vector ( )uL ss
γ
→0

 is independent of the choice of the

points 
00 xJs ∈  and xJs ∈  (if some of the sets 

0xJ  and/or xJ  contain

more than one point). This is trivial if γ is without self-intersections (see

(2.2)). If γ has self-intersections, e.g., if γ intersects itself one time at ( ),sγ

i.e., if ( ) ( )ts γ=γ  for some ,, Jts ∈  ,ts ≠  then the result of

L-transportation of ( )( )0
1 su γπ∈ −  from ( )00 sx γ=  to ( ) ( )tsx γ=γ=

along γ is uLu sss
γ

→=
0

 or .
0

uLu tst
γ
→=  We have ts uu =  iff (4.1) holds.

Rewording, if we fix some ( )( ),0
1

0 su γπ∈ −  the bundle-valued function

( ) EJu →γ:  given by ( ) ( )( )suLusu sss γπ∈=→γ −γ
→

1
00

:  for Js ∈  is

single-valued iff (4.1) is valid.19 Notice, since ( )sus γ≡π  (see (2.1)), the

map u is (a single-valued) lifting of γ in E through 0u  irrespectively of

the validity of (4.1).

Prima facie the above may be reformulated in terms of the concept of
holonomy in vector bundles [42, pp. 51-54]. But a rigorous analysis
reveals that this is impossible in the general case without imposing
further restrictions, like equation (4.4) below, on the transports involved.
For instance, without requiring equation (4.4) below to be valid, one
cannot introduce the concept of a holonomy group.

Proof. If L is Euclidean along γ, then (4.1) follows from equation

(3.1e) as it holds for every C∈iu  in some normal frame { }.ie

Conversely, let (4.1) be valid. Put

( ) ( ),: 0
0 isssi eLe γ
→γ =| (4.2)

where { }0
ie  is a fixed basis in ( )( )0

1 sγπ−  for a fixed .0 Js ∈  Due to the

nondegeneracy of { }ieL,  is a basis at ( )sγ  for every s. According to (4.1),

                                                     
19 The so-defined map u is a section along γ of ( )BE ,, π  [26]. Generally it is a multiple-

valued map (see Section 2).
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the so-defined field of bases { }ie  along γ is single-valued. By means of

(2.2), we easily verify that (3.1f) holds for { }.ie  Hence { }ie  is normal for L

along γ.

Remark 4.2. Regardless of the validity of (4.1), equation (4.2) defines
a field of, generally multiple-valued, normal frames in the set of sections
along γ of ( ).,, BE π  (For details on sections along paths, see Section 2.)

Such a multi-valued property can be avoided if γ is supposed to be
injective (⇔ without self-intersections). Prima facie one may think that
this solves the multi-valued problem in the general case by decomposing γ
into a union of injective paths. However, this is not the most general
situation because a transport along a composition of paths, in general, is
not equal to the composition of the transports along its constituent sub-
paths (see equation (4.4) below); besides, since equation (4.8) below does
not hold, in general, the absence of a natural/canonical definition of
composition (product) of paths introduces an additional indefiniteness.

Corollary 4.1. Every linear transport along paths is Euclidean along
every fixed path without self-intersections.

Proof. For a path BJ →γ :  without self-intersections, the equality

( ) ( ) Jtsts ∈γ=γ ,,  is equivalent to .ts =  So, according to (2.3), the

condition (4.1) is identically satisfied.

Now we shall establish an important necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of frames normal on an arbitrary subset

.BU ⊆

Theorem 4.1. A linear transport along paths admits frames normal
on some set (resp. along a given path) if and only if its action along every
path in this set (resp. along the given path) depends only on the initial
and final point of the transportation but not on the particular path
connecting these points. In other words, a transport is Euclidean on

BU ⊆  iff it is path-independent on U.

Proof. Let a linear transport L admit a frame { }ie  normal in .BU ⊆

By Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 and equation (2.12), this implies

( )( ) ( ( ) ) ( )( ) ( )ti
i

si
i

ts esuesuL γγ
γ
→ |γ=|γ  for UJ →γ :  and ( ) ( ),1 xxu −π∈
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.Bx ∈  Conversely, let ( )( )suL ts γγ
→  depend only on ( )sγ  and ( )tγ  but not

on γ and { }ie  be a field of bases on U ( .resp  on ( )).Jγ  Then, due to (2.12),

the matrix L of L in { }ie  has the form ( ) ( ) ( )( )stst γγ=γ ,;, BL  for some

matrix-valued function B on .UU ×  Combining this result with

Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, we see that L admits a representation

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) Jtsstst ∈γγ=γ − ,,;, 0
1

0 FFL (4.3)

for a non-degenerate matrix-valued function 0F  on U. At last, putting

( ( )) ,,1
0 Uxexe xj

j
ixi ∈|=|′ −F  from (2.11) we obtain that the matrix of L in

{ }ie′  is ( ) ,;, 1=γ′ stL  i.e., the frame { }ie′  is normal for L on U.

An evident corollary of Theorem 4.1 is the following assertion. Let a

linear transport L be Euclidean on BU ⊆  and [ ],1,0,: ∈→ aUJha

be a homotopy of paths passing through two fixed points ,, Uyx ∈  i.e.,

( ) xsha =0  and ( ) ytha =0  for some Jts ∈00 ,  and any [ ].1,0∈a  Then

ah
tsL
00→

 is independent of [ ].1,0∈a  In particular, we have =| =→ xy
h

ts
aL

00

( )x
id 1−π

 owing to Proposition 4.2.

Equation (4.3) and the part of the proof of Theorem 4.1 after it are a
hint for the formulation of the following result.

Theorem 4.2. A linear transport L along paths in a vector bundle,

with 1C  manifold as a bundle space, is Euclidean on U (resp. along γ) iff

for some, and hence for every, frame { }ie  on U ( .resp  on ( ))Jγ  there exists

a non-degenerate matrix-valued function 0F  on U such that the matrix L

of L in { }ie  is given by (4.3) for every UJ →γ :  (resp. for the given γ) or,

equivalently, iff the matrix Γ  of the coefficients of L in { }ie  is

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
.

d
d

; 01
0 s

s
ss

γ
γ=γ − F

FΓ (4.3′)

Proof. Suppose L is Euclidean. There is a frame { }0
ie  normal for L on

U (resp. along γ). Define a matrix ( )x0F  via the expansion =| xie
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( )( ) .,0
0 Uxex xj

j
i ∈|F  Since, by definition, the matrix of L in { }0

ie  is the

unit (identity) matrix on U, the matrix of L in { }ie  is given via (4.3) due

to (2.11). Conversely, if (4.3) holds in { }ie  on U, then the frame { =|′ xie

( ( )) }xj
j
i ex |− 01

0F  is normal for L on U (resp. along γ), as we saw at the end

of the proof of Theorem 4.1. The equivalence of (4.3′) and (4.3) is a

consequence of (2.28) (cf. (2.29), (2.30), and (3.2)).

The proof of Theorem 4.2 suggests a way for generating Euclidean
transports along paths by ‘inverting’ the definition of normal frames: take

a given field of bases over BU ⊆  and define a linear transport by

requiring its matrix to be unit in the given field of bases. We call this

Euclidean transport generated by (or assigned to) the given initial frame,

which is normal for it.

Proposition 4.3. All frames normal for a Euclidean transport along

paths in U generate one and the same Euclidean transport along paths in

U coinciding with the initial one.

Proof. The result is an almost evident consequence of the last
definition and Corollary 3.4.

Proposition 4.4. Two or more frames on U generate one and the

same Euclidean transport along paths iff they are connected via linear

transformations with constant (on U) coefficients.

Proof. If { }ie  and { }ie′  generate L, then they are normal for it

(Proposition 4.3) and, by Corollary 3.3, they are connected in the way
pointed. The converse is a trivial corollary of the last definition.

In this way we have established a bijective correspondence between

the set of Euclidean linear transports along paths in U and the class of

sets of frames on U connected by linear transformations with constant

coefficients.

The comparison of Proposition 4.2 with Theorem 4.1 suggests that a

transport is Euclidean in BU ⊆  iff (4.1) holds for every .: UJ →γ  But

this is not exactly the case. The right result is the following one.
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Theorem 4.3. A linear transport L along paths is Euclidean on a

path-connected set BU ⊆  iff the next three conditions are valid: (i)

Equation (4.1) holds for every continuous path ;UJ →:γ  (ii) The

transport along a product of paths is equal to the composition of the

transports along the paths of the product, i.e.,

,1221 γγγγ = LLL (4.4)

where 1γ  and 2γ  are paths in U such that the end of 1γ  coincides with the

beginning of 2γ  and 21γγ  is the product of these paths; (iii) For any

subinterval JJ ⊆′  the locality condition

,,, JJtsLL ts
J

ts ⊆′∈= γ
→

′|γ
→ (4.5)

with J ′|γ  being the restriction of UJ →γ :  to ,J ′  is valid.

Remark 4.3. Here and below we do not present and use a particular
definition of the product of paths. There are slightly different versions of
that definition; for details see [13, 53] or [24, Section 3]. Our results are
independent of any concrete such definition because the transports, we
are considering here, are independent of the particular path they are
acting along (see Theorem 4.1).

Proof. If L is Euclidean, then, by Definition 3.4, it admits normal

frame(s) along every UJ →γ :  and, consequently, according to

Proposition 4.2, the condition (4.1) is valid along every .: UJ →γ  By

Theorem 4.1, the transport JtsL ts ∈γ
→ ,,  depends only on the points

( )sx γ=  and ( )ty γ=  but not on the particular path γ connecting

., Uyx ∈  Equations (4.4) and (4.5) follow from here.

Conversely, let (4.1), (4.4), and (4.5) be true for all paths ,, 1γγ  and

2γ  in U, the end of 1γ  coinciding with the beginning of ,2γ  and

subinterval .JJ ⊆′  Meanwhile, we notice the equality

( ) ,11 −γγ =
−

LL (4.6)
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1−γ  being the path inverse to γ,20 which is a consequence of (4.1) and

(4.4).

Let 0x  be arbitrarily chosen fixed point in U and { }0
ie  be an

arbitrarily fixed basis in the fibre ( )0
1 x−π  over it. In the fibre ( )x1−π

over Ux ∈  we define a basis { }xie |  via (cf. (4.2))

( ),: 0,0
0 issxi eLe xxγ
→=| (4.7)

where UJxx →γ :,0
 is an arbitrary continuous path through 0x  and x,

i.e., for some ,,0 Jss ∈  we have ( ) 00,0
xsxx =γ  and ( ) .,0

xsxx =γ  Below

we shall prove that the field { }ie  of bases over U is normal for L on U.

At first, we shall prove the independence of xie |  from the particular

continuous path .,0 xxγ  Let 2,1,: =→β aUJaa  and ( ) 0xsaa =β  and

( ) xtaa =β  for some .2,1,, =∈ aJts aaa  For definiteness, we assume

.aa ts ≤  (The other combinations of ordering between ,,, 211 sts  and 2t

can be considered analogously.) Defining [ ] 2,1,,: =|β=β′ ats aaaa  and

using (4.5), (4.6), (4.4), and (4.1), we get

( ) 1
1

11
2

22
1

11
2

22
1

11
2

22

−β′
→

β′
→

β′
→

β′
→

β
→

β
→ == tstssttsstts LLLLLL

( )
( ),1

2
1

1
00 xts idL −

−

π
β′β′

→ ==

where ( ) [ ] Uts →β′β′ −
002

1
1 ,:  is the product of ( ) 1

1
−β′  and 2β′  and we

have used that, from the definition of ( ) 1
1

−β′  and ,2β′  it is clear that

(( ) ) ( ) (( ) ) ( ) ,02
1

102
1

1 xts =β′β′=β′β′ −−  i.e., ( ) 2
1

1 β′β′ −  is a closed path passing

through x. Applying the last result, (2.2), and (2.3), we obtain

                                                     
20 If [ ] ,,: Uqp →γ  and [ ] ,,:1 Uqp →′′γ−  for ,,,, R∈′′ qpqp  ,qp <  ,qp ′<′  and

( ) ( ),1 qp γ=′γ−  we shall apply (4.6) in the form ( ) .11 γ
→

−γ
→

−γ
′→′ == pqqpqp LLL
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( ) ( ) .000 1
11

1
11

1
11

2
22

2
22 itsitssttsits eLeLLLeL β

→
β
→

β
→

β
→

β
→ ==

Since 1β  and 2β  are arbitrary, from here we conclude that the frame

{ },ie  defined via (4.7) on U, is independent from the particular path used

in (4.7).

Now we shall prove that { }ie  is normal for L on U, which will

complete this proof.

From the proof of Proposition 4.2 (compare (4.7) and (4.2)) follows

that { }ie  is normal for L along any path in U passing through .0x  Let

UJ →γ :  be such a path, Js ∈0  be fixed, and [ ] U→β 1,0:  be such

that ( ) x=β 0  and ( ) ( ) .:1 00 xs =γ=β  Defining ±± |γ=γ J:  for =± :J

{ },, 0ssJs ±≥±∈  we conclude that { }ie  is normal for L along +βγ  and

.1−
−βγ  Take, for example, the path .+βγ  If for some R∈′′ ∗sss ,,0  is

fulfilled ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),,0 ssxs γ=′βγ=′βγ ++  and ( ) ( ) ,0xs =βγ ∗
+  then,

applying (4.7), (4.4), and (4.5), we find for :0ss ≥

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
00

000 xissxissssxisssi eLeLLeLe |=|=|=| +
∗

+
∗

++ βγ
′→

βγ
′→

βγ
′→′

βγ
′→′γ

( ) ( ) ( ).
0000 10 xissxissxiss eLeLeLL |=|=|= γ
→

γ
→

β
→

γ
→

++

Analogously one can prove that ( ) ( )xisssi eLe |=| γ
→γ 0

 for 0ss ≤  by using

1−
−βγ  instead of .+βγ  So, due to (2.2), the frame { }ie  satisfies (3.1f) along

γ. Consequently, by Corollary 3.1, the frame so-constructed is normal for

L along γ.

Remark 4.4. According to [21, Proposition 3.4], the equality (4.4) is a
consequence of (4.5) and the reparametrization condition

( ) ( ) ,,, JtsLL tsts ′′∈= γ
τ→τ

τγ
→ (4.8)

where J ′′  is an R -interval and JJ →′′τ :  is bijection. Hence in the

formulation of Theorem 4.3 we can (equivalently) replace the condition
(4.4) with (4.8). So, we have
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Theorem 4.3′. A transport L is Euclidean on a path-connected set

BU ⊆  iff (4.1), (4.5), and (4.8) are valid for every continuous path

.: UJ →γ

The next result is analogous to Proposition 3.3. According to it, a

frame normal for L on ,BU ⊆  if any, can be obtained by

L-transportation of a fixed basis over some point in U to the other points

of U.

Proposition 4.5. If L is a Euclidean transport on a path-connected

set BU ⊆  and { }0
ie  is a given basis in ( )0

1 x−π  for a fixed ,0 Ux ∈  then

the frame { }ie  over U defined via

( ),0
0 issxi eLe γ
→=| (4.9)

where UJ →γ :  is such that ( ) 00 xs =γ  and ( ) xs =γ  for some ,,0 Jss ∈

is normal for L on U.

Proof. By Theorem 4.1, the basis { }xie |  is independent of the

particular path γ used in (4.9). According to Theorem 4.3, the conditions

(4.1), (4.4), and (4.5) hold for L. Further, repeating step-by-step the last

paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.3, we verify that { }ie  is normal for L

on U.

Alternatively, the assertion is a consequence of (2.25) and Proposition
4.6 presented a few lines below.

A simple way to check whether a given frame is normal along some
path is provided by the following proposition.

Proposition 4.6. A frame { }ie  along BJ →γ :  is normal for a

linear transport L in ( ),,, BE π  E being a 1C  manifold, along paths if

and only if the liftings ( )γ⋅γ ,:ˆ ii ee  are constant (along γ) with respect

to the derivation D generated by L:

.0ˆ =γ
ieD (4.10)

Proof. If { }ie  is normal for L along γ, equation (3.1f) is valid (see
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Corollary 3.1), so (4.10) follows from (2.25). If (4.10) holds, by virtue of

(2.25), its solution is21 ( ) ( ( ) )00 sisssi eLe γ
γ
→γ |=|  and consequently, by

Proposition 3.3, the frame { }ie  is normal along γ.

Recall (see the remark preceding Definition 2.2), the path γ in

Proposition 4.6 cannot be an arbitrary continuous path in B as it must be

in the set ( ),P Ekπ  with ( ) ,1,0,P =kEk  being the set of kC  paths in E.

Notice, the derivative in (4.10) does not require B to be a manifold.

Of course, it is true that if (4.10) holds in a frame { }ie  along every

path γ in U, the frame { }ie  is normal for L on U. But it is more natural to

find a ‘global’ version of (4.10) concerning the whole set U, not the paths

in it. Since it happens that such a result cannot be formulated solely in
terms of transports along paths, it will be presented elsewhere.22

5. The Case of a Manifold as a Base

Starting from this section, we consider some peculiarities of frames

normal for linear transports along paths in a vector bundle ( )ME ,, π

whose base M is a 1C  differentiable manifold. Besides, the bundle space

E will be required to be a 1C  manifold. This will allow links to be made

with the general results of [17] concerning frames normal for derivations
of the tensor algebra of the vector space of vector fields over a manifold
which, in particular, can be linear connections.

The local coordinates of Mx ∈  will be denoted by .µx  Here and

below the Greek indices ...,,...,,, νµβα  run from 1 to dim M and, as

usual, a summation from 1 to dim M on such indices repeated on

different levels will be assumed. The below-considered paths, like

                                                     
21 Equation (4.10) is an ordinary differential equation of first order with respect to the local

components of ie  (see (2.27)).

22 For this purpose is required the concept of (linear) transports along maps (see [25]).

Alternatively, the concept of a curvature of a linear transport along paths can be used [30,

31].
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,: MJ →γ  are supposed to be of class 1C  and by ( )sγ  is denoted the

vector tangent to γ at ( ) ,, Jss ∈γ  (more precisely at s), i.e., γ  is the

vector field tangent to γ provided γ is injective. By { }µE  will be denoted a

frame along γ in the bundle space tangent to M, i.e., for every Js ∈  the

vectors ( ) ...,,1 sE γ|  ( )sME γ|dim  form a basis in the space ( )( )MT sγ

tangent to M at ( ).sγ  In particular, the frame { }µE  can be a coordinate

one, ,
x

x
x

E
µµ

∂

∂=|  in some neighborhood of ( ).Jx γ∈  Notice, if we say

that U is a neighborhood of a set ,MV ⊆  we mean that U is an open set

in M containing V. Otherwise by a neighborhood we understand any open

set in M (which set is a neighborhood of any its point in the just pointed

sense). The transports along paths investigated below are supposed to be

of class 1C  on the set of 1C  paths in M.

5.1. Normal frames for linear transports

Proposition 5.1. Let L be a linear transport along paths in

( ),,, ME π  E and M being 1C  manifolds, and L be Euclidean on MU ⊆

(resp. along a 1C  path ).: MJ →γ  Then the matrix Γ  of its coefficients

has the representation

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )∑
=µ

µ
µ

µ
µ γγΓ≡γγΓ=γ

M

sssss
dim

1

;Γ (5.1)

in any frame { }ie  along every (resp. the given) 1C  path ,: UJ →γ  where

[ ] ( )x
ji

i
j

1dim
1,

−π
=µµ Γ=Γ  are some matrix-valued functions, defined on an open

set V containing U (resp. ( ))Jγ  or equal to it, and µγ  are the components

of γ  in some frame { }µE  along γ in the bundle space tangent to

., µ
µγ=γ EM

Proof. By Theorem 4.2, the representation (4.3′) is valid in { }ie  for

some matrix-valued function 0F  on U. Hence, if U is a neighborhood,
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equation (5.1) holds for

( ) ( ) ( ( ) )xExx |=Γ µ
−

µ 0
1

0 FF (5.2)

with .Ux ∈  In the general case, e.g., if U is a submanifold of M of

dimension less than the one of M, the terms ( ) ,dim...,,1,0 ME U =µ|µ F

in the last equality may turn to be undefined as the matrix-valued

function 0F  is defined only on U. To overcome this possible problem, let

us take some 1C  matrix-valued function F, defined on an open set V

containing U (resp. ))(Jγ  or equal to it, such that .0FF =|U  Since (4.3)

and (4.3′) depend only on the values of ,0F  i.e., on the ones of F on U,

these equations hold also if we replace 0F  in them with F. From the so-

modified equality (4.3′), with F for ,0F  we see that (5.1) is valid for

( ) ( ) ( ( )) xExx |=Γ µ
−

µ FF 1 (5.3)

with .Vx ∈

Consider now the transformation properties of the matrices µΓ  in

(5.1). Let U be an open set, e.g., .MU =  If we change the frame { }µE  in

the bundle space tangent to M, { } { }νν
µµµ =′ EBEE  with [ ]νµ= BB

being non-degenerate matrix-valued function, and simultaneously the

bases in the fibres ( ) { } { ( ) },,,1
xj

j
ixixi exAeeMxx |=|′|∈π−  then, from

(2.30) and (5.1), we see that µΓ  transforms into µΓ′  such that

( ) ( )( ),111 AEAABAEAAAB νν
−ν

µµ
−

ν
−ν

µµ +Γ=′+Γ=Γ′ (5.4)

where [ ] ( )x
ji

j
iAA

1dim
1,:
−π

==  is non-degenerate and of class .1C

Note 5.1. While deriving (5.4), we supposed (5.1) to be valid on M,
i.e., for .MU =  If ,MU ≠  equation (5.1) holds only on U, i.e., for

.: UJ →γ  Therefore the result (5.4) is true only on U, but in this case

the frames { }ie  and { }ie′  must be defined on an open set containing or
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equal to U. This follows from (2.30) in which the derivative 
( )
s
sA

d
;d γ

( )( )
s

sA
d

d γ
=  enters. To derive (5.4), we have expressed 

( )( )
s

sA
d

d γ
 as

( ( )) ( ) ( )sAE s
µ

γµ γ|  which is meaningful iff A is defined on a neighborhood

of each point in U. Consequently A, as well as { }ie  and { },ie′  must be

defined on an open set .UV ⊇  For this reason, below, when derivatives

like ( )AEµ  appear, we admit the employed frames in the bundle space E

to be defined always on some neighborhood in M containing or equal to
the set U on which some normal frames are investigated.

Denoting by i
jµΓ  the components of ,µΓ  we can rewrite (5.4) as

( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )

∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
=ν

π

= =ν

π

=
ν

−ν
µν

−ν
µµ

− −

+Γ=Γ′
M x

lk

M x

k

k
j

i
k

k
l

l
j

i
k

i
j AEABAAB

dim

1

dim

1,

dim

1

dim

1

11

1 1

. (5.5)

Thus, we observe that the functions i
jµΓ  are very similar to the

coefficients of a linear connection [34, Chapter III, Section 7]. Below, in
Section 7, we shall see that this is not accidental (compare (5.1) with
(2.34)). These functions are also called coefficients of the transport L. To

make a distinction between i
jΓ  and ,i

jµΓ  we call the former ones 2-index

coefficients of L and the latter ones 3-index coefficients of L when there is
a risk of ambiguities. Besides, if (5.1) holds for every UJ →γ :  for a

transport L, then, in the general case, there are (infinitely) many such
representations unless U is an open set. For instance, if (5.1) is valid for
some ,µΓ  it is also true if we replace in it µΓ  with ,µµ +Γ G  where the

matrix-valued functions µG  are such that 0=γµµG  for every

;: UJ →γ  the 3-index coefficients i
jµΓ  of a given linear transport L

admitting them are defined uniquely on MU ⊆  by (5.3) or (5.2) if (and

only if) U is an open subset of M, e.g., if .MU =

Note that any linear transport has 2-index coefficients while 3-index
ones exist only for some of them; in particular such are the Euclidean
transports (see Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 below).
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The equation (5.1) is generally only a necessary, but not sufficient
condition for a frame to be normal as it is stated by the following
theorem.

Theorem 5.1. A 2C  linear transport L along paths is Euclidean on a

neighborhood MU ⊆  if and only if in every frame the matrix Γ  of its

coefficients has a representation (5.1) along every 1C  path γ in U in which

the matrix-valued functions ,µΓ  defined on an open set containing U or

equal to it, satisfy the equalities

( ( )) ( ) ,0...,, dim1 =Γ−Γ−µν xR M (5.6)

where Ux ∈  and

( ) µννµµ
ν

ν
µ

µν ΓΓ−ΓΓ+
∂

Γ∂
+

∂

Γ∂
−=Γ−Γ−

xx
R M :...,, dim1 (5.7)

in a coordinate frame 








∂

∂=
µµ

x
E  in a neighborhood of x.

Remark 5.1. This result is a direct analogue of [15, Proposition 3.1]
in the theory considered here.

Proof. NECESSITY. For a transport L Euclidean on U is valid (5.1)

due to Proposition 5.1. Moreover, we know from the proof of this

proposition that µΓ  admit representation (5.3) for some 1C  non-

degenerate matrix-valued function F. The proof of the necessity is
completed by the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1. A set of matrix-valued functions { },dim...,,1: M=µΓµ

of class 1C  and defined on a neighborhood V, admits a representation

(5.3) iff the conditions (5.6) are fulfilled for .Vx ∈

Proof of Lemma 5.1. A representation (5.3) exists iff it, considered
as a matrix linear partial differential equation of first order, has a
solution with respect to F. Rewriting (5.3) as

( ) ( ) ,,1
1

Vxxx
x x

∈Γ−=
∂

∂ −
µµ

−
FF
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from [17, Lemma 3.1] we conclude that the solutions of this equation with

respect to 1−F  exist iff (5.6) holds. In fact, fixing some initial value

( ) ,00
1 fx =−F  we see that

( ) ( ),...,,;, dim10
11

0 MxxYfx Γ−Γ−= −−F (5.8)

where ( )MZZxxY dim10 ...,,;,  is the solution of the initial-value

problem

( ) .,
0

1=||=
∂

∂
=µµ xxx

x
YYxZ

x

Y (5.9)

Here MZZ dim1 ...,,  are continuous matrix-valued functions and 1 is the

identity (unit) matrix of the corresponding size. According to [17, Lemma

3.1], the problem (5.9) with µµ Γ−=Z  has (a unique) solution (of class

)2C  iff the (integrability) conditions (5.6) are valid.

SUFFICIENCY. Let (5.1) and (5.6) be valid. As a consequence of

Lemma 5.1, there is a representation (5.3) for µΓ  with some F.

Substituting (5.3) into (5.1), we get

( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
.

d
d

; 11
s

s
ss

x

x
ss

sx

γγ=γ
∂

∂γ=γ −µ

γ=
µ

− F
F

F
FΓ

So, by Theorem 4.2 (see (4.3′) for ),0 UF |=F  the considered transport L

along paths is Euclidean.

The just-proved Theorem 5.1 expresses a very important practical
necessary and sufficient condition for existence of frames normal on
neighborhoods because the conditions (5.1) and (5.6) are easy to check for
a given linear transport along paths in bundles with a differentiable
manifold as a base.

Now, combining (3.1c) and (5.1), applying Corollary 3.1, and using the

arbitrariness of γ, we can formulate the following essential result.

Proposition 5.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a frame to

be normal on a neighborhood MU ⊆  for a Euclidean linear transport on

U along paths in ( )ME ,, π  is the vanishment of its 3-index coefficients,
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i.e.,

( ) [ ] ( ) 0:
1dim

1, =Γ=Γ
−π

=µµ
x

ji
i
jx (5.10)

for every ,Ux ∈  where ( )xµΓ  define the (2-index) coefficients of the

transport via (5.1).

Now we are going to find an analogue of Theorem 5.1 when the

neighborhood MU ⊆  in it is replaced with a submanifold of the base M.

Let N be a submanifold of M and L be a linear transport along paths

in ( )ME ,, π  which is Euclidean on N. Let the 1C  matrix-valued function

0F  determine the coefficients’ matrix of L via (4.3′). Suppose Np ∈0

and ( )xV ,  is a chart of M such that 0pV ∋  and the local coordinates of

every VNp ∩∈  are ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ),...,,,...,, dim
0

1dim
0

dim1 MNN ttpxpxpx +=

where ,dim...,,1dim,0 MNt +=ρρ  are constant numbers.23

In the chart ( ),, xV  we have 
( )( )

( )
( )∑ =α

α

γ
α

γ
∂

∂
=

γ N

s
s

xs
s dim

1
00 ,

d
d FF

 with

,: γ=γ µµ x  for every 1C  path NJ →γ :  and .Js ∈  From here and

(4.3′), it follows that (5.1) holds for

( ) ( ) N
x

pp
p

dim...,,1,01
0 =α

∂

∂
=Γ

α
−

α
F

F (5.11)

and arbitrary MN dim1dim ...,, ΓΓ +  since in the coordinates { }µx  is

fulfilled ( ) const0 ==γ ρρ ts  and hence

.0dim1dim ≡γ==γ + MN (5.12)

Comparing (5.11) with (5.2) for ,
µµ

∂

∂=
x

E  we conclude that ,αΓ  given

via (5.11), are exactly the first dim N of the matrices [ ]i
jµµ Γ=Γ  of the

                                                     
23 We are using the definition of a submanifold presented in [1, p. 227].
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3-index coefficients of the transport L in the pair of frames { } ., 














∂
∂
µx

ei

As we said, the rest of the 3-index coefficients of L (on N) are completely

arbitrary. In particular, one can choose them according to (5.3),

( ) ( ) ,,dim...,,1dim, 0
1 FFFF =|+=ρ

∂

∂=Γ
ρ

−
ρ NMN

x
pp (5.13)

which leads to the validity of (5.3) in every frame, or, if the

representation (5.1) holds for every MJ →γ :  (this does not mean that

L is Euclidean on M!), the matrices ρΓ  can be identified with the ones

appearing in (5.1) in the frame .








∂

∂
µx

If { }µ′x  are other coordinates on V like { },µx  i.e., ( ) const=′ρ px  for

VNp ∩∈  and ,dim...,,1dim MN +=ρ  the change { } { },µµ ′xx

combined with { } { }jj
iii eAee =′  leads to

N
x

xB
x

AAAAB dim...,,1,,:,11 =βα
′∂

∂=
′∂

∂+Γ=Γ′Γ
α

β
β
αα

−
β

−β
ααα (5.14)

on .VN ∩  So, equation (5.4) remains valid only for frames { }µE  normal

on N. But using the arbitrariness of ,ρΓ  we can force (5.4) to hold on N

for arbitrary frames defined on a neighborhood of N.

The above discussion implies that the conditions (5.6) in Theorem 5.1,

when applied on a submanifold N, imposes restrictions on the transport L

as well as ones on the ‘inessential’ 3-index coefficients of L, like ρΓ  above,

or on the matrix-valued function F entering in (5.3) or in (5.13). Since the

restrictions of the last type are not connected with the transport L, below

we shall ‘repair’ Theorem 5.1 on submanifolds in such a way as to exclude
them from the final results.

Theorem 5.2. A linear transport L along paths is Euclidean on a

submanifold N of M if and only if in every frame { },ie  in the bundle space

over N, the matrix of its coefficients has a representation (5.1) along every
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1C  path in N and, for every Np ∈0  and a chart ( )xV ,  of M such that

0pV ∋  and ( ) ( ( ) ( ) )MNN ttpxpxpx dim
0

1dim
0

dim1 ...,,,...,, +=  for every

VNp ∩∈  and constant numbers ,...,, dim
0

1dim
0

MN tt +  the equalities

( ( )) ( ) NpR N
N dim...,,1,,0...,, dim1 =βα=Γ−Γ−αβ (5.15)

hold for all VNp ∩∈  and

( ) ( )MN
N RR dim1dim1 ...,,:...,, Γ−Γ−=Γ−Γ− αβαβ

.αββαα
β

β
α ΓΓ−ΓΓ+

∂

Γ∂
−

∂

Γ∂
−=

xx
(5.16)

Here Ndim1 ...,, ΓΓ  are first Ndim  of the matrices of the 3-index

coefficients of L in the coordinate frame 








∂

∂
µx

 in the tangent bundle

space over .VN ∩  They are uniquely defined via (5.11).

Remark 5.2. In the theory considered here, this result is a direct
analogue of [17, Theorem 3.1].

Remark 5.3. This theorem is, in fact, a special case of Theorem 5.1: if

in the latter theorem we put ,NU =  restrict the transport L to the

bundle ( ( ) ( ) ),,, 1
1 NN

N−π
− |ππ  replace M with N, and notice that

{ }Nxx dim1 ...,,  provide an internal coordinate system on N, we get the

former one. Because of the importance of the result obtained, we call it
‘theorem’ and present below its independent proof.

Proof. If L is Euclidean on N, equation (5.1) holds in every frame on

N (Proposition 5.1); in particular it is valid in the frame ,








∂

∂
µx

 induced

by the chart ( ),, xV  in which, as was proved above, equation (5.11) is

satisfied. The substitution of (5.11) into (5.16) results in (5.15).

Conversely, let (5.1) for NJ →γ :  and (5.15) be valid. By Lemma 5.1

with N for M, from (5.15) follows the existence of a representation (5.11)

for some matrix-valued function 0F  on N. Substituting (5.11) into (5.1)
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and using that γ is a path in N and (5.12) is valid, in the frame ,








∂

∂
µx

we obtain:

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )∑
=α

α
α

µ
µ γγΓ=γγΓ=γ

N

sssss
dim

1

;Γ

( )( )
( )

( )∑
=α

α

γ
α

− γ
∂

∂
γ=

N

s
s

x
s

dim

1

01
0

F
F

( )( )
( )

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
s

sss
x

s
s d

d1
0

1
0

γγ=γ
∂
∂γ= −µ

γ
µ

− FFFF

( )( ) ( )( )
,

d
d 01

0 s
s

s
γ

γ= − F
F

where F is a 1C  matrix-valued function defined on an open set

containing N or equal to it and such that .0FF =|N  Thus, by Theorem

4.2, the transport L is Euclidean on N.

Corollary 5.1. Every linear transport along paths in a vector bundle

whose base and bundle spaces are 1C  manifolds, is Euclidean at every

single point or along every path without self-intersections.

Proof. See Theorem 5.2 for ,1,0dim =N  in which cases .0≡αβ
NR

It should be noted, the last result agrees completely with Proposition

4.1 and Corollary 4.1.

5.2. Normal frames for derivations

For a general bundle ( )BE ,, π  whose bundle space E is 1C  manifold,

we call a frame { }ie  normal on BU ⊆  (resp. along ): MJ →γ  for a

derivation D along paths (resp. γD  along γ) (see Definition 2.2) if { }ie  is

normal on U (resp. along γ) for the linear transport L along paths

generating it by (2.23) (see Proposition 2.7). We can also equivalently

define a frame normal for D (resp. )γD  as one in which the components
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of D (resp. )γD  vanish (see the proof of Proposition 2.7, and Corollary

3.1). A derivation admitting normal frame(s) is called Euclidean.

In connection with concrete physical applications, far more

interesting case is the case of a bundle ( )ME ,, π  with a differentiable

manifold M as a base. The cause for this is the existence of natural

structures over M, e.g., the different tensor bundles and the tensor

algebra over it. Below we concentrate on this particular case.

Definition 5.1. A derivation over an open set MV ⊆  or in

( ) VME |π,,  along tangent vector fields is a map D  assigning to every

tangent vector field X over V a linear map

( )( ) ( )( ),,,Sec,,Sec: 01
VVX MEME |π→|πD (5.17)

called a derivation along X, such that

( ) ( ) ( )σ⋅+σ⋅=σ⋅ XX ffXf DD (5.18)

for every 1C  section σ over V and every 1C  function .: C→Vf

Obviously (see Definition 2.2), if VJ →γ :  is a 1C  path, the map

,ˆˆ: σσ DD  with ,ˆ:ˆ σγσ γDD  where σσ γγ ˆ:ˆ sDsD  is defined via

( ) (( ) ) ( )( ) ,:ˆ,ˆ γσγσγ|σ=σ γ=
γ sD XXs D (5.19)

is a derivation along paths on the set of 1C  liftings generated by sections

of ( ) .,, VME |π  From Section 2, we know that along paths without self-

intersections every derivation along these paths generates a derivation of

the sections of ( )ME ,, π  (see (2.21) and (2.22)). Thus to any derivation

D  along (tangent) vector fields on V there corresponds, via (5.19), a

natural derivation D along the paths in V on the set of liftings generated

by sections. These facts are a hint for the possibility to introduce ‘normal’
frames for .D  This can be done as follows.

Let { }ie  be a 1C  frame in ( ).1 V−π  We define the components or

(2-index) coefficients C→Γ Vi
jX :  of XD  by the expansion (cf. (2.33))
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.j
j
iXiX ee Γ=D (5.20)

So [ ]jiXX Γ=Γ :  is the matrix of XD  in { }.ie

Applying (5.18) to i
ieσ=σ  and using the linearity of ,XD  we get the

explicit expression (cf. (2.27))

( ) ( ( ) ) .i
ji

jX
i

X eX σΓ+σ=σD (5.21)

A simple verification proves that the change { } { },j
j
iii eAee =′  with

a non-degenerate 1C  matrix-valued function [ ],j
iAA =  leads to (cf.

(2.30))

[ ] [ ] ( ),:: 11 AXAAA X
i
jXX

i
jXX

−− +Γ=Γ′=Γ′Γ=Γ (5.22)

where ( ) [ ( )].: j
iAXAX =  Conversely, if a geometrical object with

components i
jXΓ  is given in a frame { }ie  and a change { } { }jj

iii eAee =′

implies the transformation (5.22), then there exists a unique derivation

along X, defined via (5.21), whose components in { }ie  are exactly i
jXΓ  (cf.

Proposition 2.6).

Below, for the sake of simplicity, we take ,MV =  i.e., the derivations

are over the whole base M.

Definition 5.2. A frame { },ie  defined on an open set containing U or

equal to it, is called normal for a derivation D  along tangent vector fields

(resp. for XD  along a given tangent vector field X) on U if in { }ie  the

components of D  (resp. )XD  vanish on U for every (resp. the given)

tangent vector field X.

If D  (resp. )XD  admits frames normal on ,MU ⊆  we call it

Euclidean on U. A number of results, analogous to those of Sections 3-5.1,

can be proved for such derivations. Here we shall mention only a few of
them.
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Proposition 5.3 (cf. Theorem 4.2). A derivation D  along vector fields

admits frame(s) normal on MU ⊆  iff in every frame its matrix on U has

the form

( ( )) ,1
UUX FXF −=|Γ (5.23)

where F is a 1C  non-degenerate matrix-valued function defined on an

open set containing U.

Proof. If { }ie′  is normal on U for ,D  then (5.23) with 1−= AF

follows from (5.22) with .0=|Γ′ UX  Conversely, if (5.23) holds, then (5.22)

with 1−= FA  yields .0=|Γ′ UX

Proposition 5.4 (cf. Corollary 3.4). The frames normal on a set

MU ⊆  for a Euclidean derivation along vector fields (resp. given vector

field X) are connected by linear transformations whose matrices A are

constant ( )( )0. =AXresp  on U.

Proof. The result is a consequence of (5.22) for .0=Γ′=Γ XX

Definition 5.3. A derivation D  along (tangent) vector fields is called

linear on U if in one (and hence in any) frame its components admit the

representation

( ) ( ) ( )xXxx i
j

i
jX

µ
µΓ=Γ   or  ,µµΓ=Γ XX  (5.24)

where ,Ux ∈  [ ( )] ( )x
ji

i
j x

1dim
1,

−π
=µµ Γ=Γ  are matrix-valued functions on U,

and µX  are the local components of a vector field X in some frame { }µE

of tangent vector fields, .µ
µ= EXX

Remark 5.4. The invariant definition of a derivation linear on U is

via the equation

,YXgYfX gf DDD +=+ (5.25)

where ,:, C→Ugf  and X and Y are tangent vector fields over U. But

for the purposes of this work the above definition is more suitable.
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Comparing Definitions 5.1 and 5.3 (see also (5.25)) with [42, p. 74,
Definition 2.51], we see that a derivation along tangent vector fields is

linear iff it is a covariant derivative operator in ( ).,, BE π  Therefore the

concepts of a linear derivation along tangent vector fields and that of a
covariant derivative operator coincide.

We call i
jµΓ  3-index coefficients of D  or simply coefficients if there is

no risk of misunderstanding. It is trivial to check that under changes of
the frames they transform according to (5.5). It is easy to verify that to
every linear derivation D  there corresponds a unique derivation along
paths or linear transport along paths whose 2-index coefficients are given

via (5.1) with [ ]i
jµµ Γ=Γ :  being the matrices of the 3-index coefficients of

.D 24 Conversely, to any such transport or derivation along paths there

corresponds a unique linear derivation along tangent vector fields with
components ((2-index) coefficients) given by (5.24), i.e., with the same 3-

index coefficients. So, there is a bijective correspondence between the sets

of linear derivations along tangent vector fields and derivations (or linear

transports) along paths whose (2-index) coefficients admit the

representation (5.1). It should be emphasized, if the above discussion is

restricted to a subset U, i.e., only for paths lying entirely in U, it remains

valid iff U is an open set in M.

Proposition 5.5. A derivation along tangent vector fields is

Euclidean on U iff it is linear on U and, in every frame { }ie  over U in the

bundle space and every local coordinate frame 








∂

∂=
µµ

x
E  over U in the

tangent bundle space over U, the matrices µΓ  of its 2-index coefficients

have the form (5.3) for some non-degenerate 1C  matrix-valued function F

on U.

Proof. The result is a corollary from Proposition 5.17 as

                                                     
24 One can verify that the action of the derivation along paths induced by D  on the liftings

generated by sections is given by (5.19).
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µ
µ

∂

∂=
x

XX  and (5.23) imply (5.24) with [ ] .: 1
µ

−
µµ

∂
∂=Γ=Γ
x

FFi
j

Theorem 5.3 (cf. Theorem 5.1). Frames normal on a neighborhood U

for a derivation D  along vector fields exist iff it is linear on U and its

3-index coefficients satisfy the conditions (5.6) on U.

Proof. By Proposition 5.5, a derivation D  along vector fields is

Euclidean iff (5.3) holds for some F which, according to Lemma 5.1, is

equivalent to (5.6).

Proposition 5.6 (cf. Proposition 5.2). A frame is normal on a set U

for some linear derivation along tangent vector fields iff the derivation’s

3-index coefficients vanish on U.

Proof. This result is a corollary of Definition 5.2, equation (5.24) and

the arbitrariness of X in it.

In this way we have proved the existence of a bijective mapping

between the sets of Euclidean derivations along paths and Euclidean

linear transports along paths. It is given via the (local) coincidence of

their 3-index coefficients in some (local) frame. Moreover, the normal

frames for the corresponding objects of these sets coincide. What concerns

the frames normal for Euclidean derivations along tangent vector fields,

in them, by Proposition 5.6, vanish not only their 2-index coefficients, but

also the 3-index ones. Hence the set of these frames is, generally, a

subset of the one of frames normal for derivations or linear transports

along paths.

6. Strong Normal Frames

Let M be a manifold and ( )( )MMT ,, π  be the tangent bundle over it.

Let ∇ and P be, respectively, a linear connection on M and the parallel

transport along paths in ( )( )MMT ,, π  generated by ∇ (see (2.34) and the

statement after it). Suppose ∇ and P admit frames normal on a set

.MU ⊆  Here a natural question arises: what are the links between both

types of normal frames, the ones normal for ∇ on U and the ones for P on

U?
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Recall, if i
jkΓ  are the coefficients of ∇ in a frame { },iE  then the frame

{ }iE  is normal on MU ⊆  for ∇ or P iff respectively

( ) 0=Γ pi
jk (6.1)

( ) ( )( ) ( ) ,0; =γγΓ=γΓ sss ki
jk

i
j (6.2)

for every ,:, UJUp →γ∈  and .Js ∈  Two simple but quite important

conclusions can be made from these equalities: (i) The frames normal for

∇ are normal for P, the converse being generally not valid, and (ii) in a

frame normal for ∇ vanish the 2-index as well as the 3-index coefficients

of P.

Definition 6.1. Let P be a parallel transport in ( )( )MMT ,, π  and

.MU ⊆  A frame { },iE  defined on an open set containing U, is called

strong normal on U for P if the 3-index coefficients of P in { }iE  vanish on

U. Respectively, { }iE  is strong normal along MQg →:  if it is strong

normal on ( ).Qg

Obviously, the set of frames strong normal on U for a parallel

transport P coincides with the set of frames normal for the linear

connection ∇ generating P.

The above considerations can be generalized directly to linear
transports for which 3-index coefficients exist and are fixed.

Definition 6.2. Let E and M be 1C  manifolds, ,MU ⊆  and

( )ME ,, π  be a vector bundle over M. Let L (resp. D) be a linear transport

(resp. derivation) along paths in ( )ME ,, π  admitting 3-index coefficients

on U which are supposed to be fixed, i.e., its coefficient matrix is of the

form

( ) ( )( ) ( )sss µ
µ γγΓ=γ;Γ (6.3)

in every pair of frames { }ie  in E and { }µE  in ( )MT  defined on an open

set containing U or equal to it, where UJ →γ :  is of class 1C  and
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[ ]i
jµµ Γ=Γ :  are the (fixed) matrices of the 3-index coefficients of L. A

frame { },ie  defined on an open set containing U or equal to it, is called

strong normal on U for L (resp. D), if in the pair ({ } { })µEei ,  for some (and

hence any) { }µE  the 3-index coefficients of L vanish on U. Respectively,

{ }ie  is strong normal along MQg →:  if it is strong normal on ( ).Qg

So, a frame { }ie  is strong normal or normal on U if (cf. (6.1) and (6.2))

respectively

( ) 0=Γµ x (6.4)

( ) ( )( ) ( ) 0; =γγΓ=γ µ
µ sssΓ (6.5)

for every ,Ux ∈  ,: UJ →γ  and .Js ∈  From these equations, it is

evident that a strong normal frame is a normal one, the opposite being

valid as an exception, e.g., if U is a neighborhood. This situation is

identical with the one for parallel transports in ( )( )MMT ,, π  which is a

consequence of the fact that Definition 6.2 incorporates Definition 6.1 as
its obvious special case.

The main difference between the cases of parallel transports and
arbitrary linear transports along paths is that for the former the

condition (6.3) holds globally, i.e., for every path ,: MJ →γ  for some

uniquely fixed ,µΓ  while for the latter (6.3) is valid, generally, locally, i.e.,

for UJ →γ :  with ,MU ⊆  and in it µΓ  are fixed but are not uniquely

defined by the transport and may depend on U (see Section 5). The cause

for this is that for a parallel transport, equation (6.3) on M with uniquely

defined µΓ  follows from its definition, while if for a given linear transport

L this equation holds on U for some ,µΓ  it is also true if we replace µΓ

with ,µµ +Γ G  where the matrix-valued functions µG  are subjected to the

condition 0=γµµG  for every path γ in U. If U is an open set, then ( )sγ  is

an arbitrary vector in ( )( ),MT sγ  which implies ,0=|µ UG  i.e., in this case

the 3-index coefficients of L are unique; just this is the case with a
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parallel transport when MU =  and its 3-index coefficients are fixed

and, by definition, are equal to the coefficients of the linear connection
generating it.

If in Definition 6.2 one replaces D with a derivation D  along tangent
vector fields and (6.4) with (5.24), the definition of a frame strong normal
on U for D  will be obtained. But, by Proposition 5.6, every frame normal
on U for D  is strong normal on U for D  and vice versa. Therefore the
concepts of a ‘normal frame’ and ‘strong normal frame’, when applied to
derivations along tangent vector fields, are identical. Returning to the
considerations in Subsection 5.2, we see that frames (strong) normal for a
derivation along tangent vector fields are strong normal for some
derivation or linear transport along paths and vice versa. For this reason,
below only strong normal frames for the latter objects will be
investigated.

To make the situation easier and clearer, below the following problem

will be studied. Let ( )ME ,, π  be a vector bundle over a 1C  manifold

MVM ⊆,  be an open subset, ,VU ⊆  and L be a linear transport along

paths in ( )Μ,π,E  whose coefficient matrix has the form (6.3) on V, i.e.,

for every 1C  path .: VJ →γ 25 The problem is to be investigated frames

strong normal for L on U.

Let { }ie  be a frame over V in E and { }µE  be a frame over V in ( ).MT

A frame { }jj
ii eAe =′  over V in E is strong normal on VU ⊆  if for some

frame { }µ′E  over V in ( )MT  is fulfilled 0=|Γ′µ U  with µΓ′  given by (5.4).

Hence { }ie′  is strong normal on U iff the matrix-valued function

[ ]jiAA =  satisfies the (strong) normal frame equation

( ( )) ,0=|+Γ µµ UAEA (6.6)

where µΓ  are the 3-index coefficients’ matrices of L in ({ } { })., µEei

                                                     
25 From here follows the existence of unique 3-index coefficients of L on V which, under a

change of frames, transform into (5.5). We suppose the 3-index coefficients of L on U to be

fixed and equal to the ones on V when restricted to U.
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If on U exists a frame { }ie  strong normal for L, then all frames

{ }jj
ii eAe =′  which are normal or strong normal on U can easily be

described: for the normal frames, the matrix [ ]jiAA =  must be constant

on U (Corollary 3.4), ,0=|UA  while for the strong normal frames it

must be such that ( ) 0=|µ UAE  for some (every) frame { }µE  over U in

( )MT  (see (6.6) with ).0=|Γµ U

Comparing equation (6.6) with analogous ones in [15-17], we see that
they are identical with the only difference that the size of the square
matrices ,...,, dim1 MΓΓ  and A in [15-17] is MM dimdim ×  while in (6.6)

it is ,vv ×  where v is the dimension of the vector bundle ( ),,, ME π  i.e.,

( ) ,,dim 1 Mxxv ∈π= −  which is generally not equal to dim M. But this

difference is completely insignificant from the view-point of solving these
equations (in a matrix form) or with respect to the integrability
conditions for them. Therefore all of the results of [15-17], concerning the
solution of the matrix differential equation (6.6), are (mutatis mutandis)
applicable to the investigation of the frames strong normal on a set

.MU ⊆

The transferring of results from [15-17] is so trivial that their explicit
reformulation makes sense only if one really needs the corresponding
rigorous assertions for some concrete purpose. For this reason, we
describe below briefly the general situation and one of its corollary.

The only peculiarity one must have in mind, when such transferring
is carried out, consist in the observation that in this way can be obtained,
generally, only part of the frames normal for some linear transport, viz.
the frames strong normal for it. But such a state of affairs is not a trouble
as we need a single normal frame to construct all of them by means of
Corollary 3.4.

If nn
n JMJ ,: →γ  a neighborhood in ,, NR ∈nn  is a 1C  injective

map, then [17, Theorem 3.1] a necessary and sufficient condition for the

existence of frame(s) strong normal on ( )n
n Jγ  for some linear transport

along paths or derivation along paths or along vector fields tangent to M,
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is in some neighborhood (in )nR  of every nJs ∈  their (3-index)

coefficients to satisfy the equations

( ( )) ( ) ,...,,1,,0...,, dim1 nsR nMn =νµ=γΓ−γΓ−µν (6.7)

where µνR  are given via (5.7) for nsx ...,,1,, =νµ= µµ  with { }µs  being

Cartesian coordinates in .nR

From (6.7) an immediate observation follows [17, Section 6]: strong

normal frames always exist at every point ( )0=n  or/and along every 1C

injective path ( ).1=n  Besides, these are the only cases when normal

frames always exist because for them (6.7) is identically valid. On

submanifolds with dimension greater than or equal to two normal frames

exist only as an exception if (and only if) (6.7) holds. For Mn dim=

equations (6.7) express the flatness of the corresponding linear transport

[30] or derivation [16, Section 2] to which we shall return to elsewhere.

It is almost evident, in the coordinates used, equation (6.7) is

identical with (5.15) for ( )n
n JN γ=  and ( ).sp nγ=  Thus, on a

submanifold or along injective mappings, the existence of normal frames

(for linear transports of the considered type) implies the existence of

strong normal frames.

7. Conclusion

In the preceding sections we have developed the generic theory of

linear transports along paths in vector bundles and of frames normal for

them and for derivations along paths and/or along tangent vector fields

(if the bundle’s base is a manifold in the last case). Below we make some

conclusions from the material presented and point out links with other

results in this field.

From Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.2, we know that only linear

transports/derivations along paths with (2-index) coefficients given by

(5.1) admit normal frames. Besides, from equations (5.1) and (5.4), it

follows that frames normal on a subset MU ⊆  for such transports/
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derivations along paths exist if and only if the matrix differential

equation

0=













∂

∂+Γγ
µµ

µ

Ux

AA (7.1)

has a solution for every UJ →γ :  with respect to A.26 In fact, the

equations (5.15) are the integrability conditions for (7.1).27 Evidently, the
same is the situation with derivations along tangent vector fields (see
Subsection 5.2) when, due to (5.22), such a derivation admits frames

normal on U iff the equation

( )( ) ,0=|+Γ UX AXA (7.2)

XΓ  being the derivation’s matrix along a vector field X, has a solution

with respect to A. As we proved in Subsection 5.2, if X is arbitrary and

tangent to the paths in U, this equation is equivalent to (7.1) with µΓ

being the matrices of the 3-index coefficients of the derivation; if X is

completely arbitrary, (7.2) is equivalent to equation (7.3) below.

Now it is time to recall that, from a mathematical view-point, the
series of papers [15-17] is actually devoted precisely to the solution of the
equation28

0=







∂
∂+Γ
µµ

Ux

AA (7.3)

which is equivalent to (7.1) if U is a neighborhood. The general case is

explored in [17], while [16] investigates the case ( )JU γ=  for

MJ →γ :  and [15] is concentrated on the one in which U is a single

point or a neighborhood in M. The fact that in the works mentioned are

studied frames normal for derivations of the tensor algebra over a

manifold M is inessential because the equations describing the matrices

                                                     
26 If such A exists in a frame { },ie  then the frame { }jj

ii eAe =′  is normal on U and vice

versa; see (5.4) and Proposition 5.3.
27 If (5.6) holds and U is a neighborhood, then ( ) 00dim10 ,...,,;, AAppYA MΓ−Γ−=

being non-degenerate matrix.
28 In [15-17] the notation XW  instead of XΓ  is used.
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by means of which is performed the transformation from an arbitrary
frame to a (strong) normal one are the same in these papers and in the

present investigation. The only difference is what objects are transformed

by means of the matrices satisfying (7.2): in the present work these are

the frames in the restricted bundle space ( ) ,1 EU ⊆π−  while in the above

series of works they are the tensor bases over U, in particular the ones in

the bundle tangent to M. In [15-17] the only explicit use of the

derivations of the tensor algebra over M was to define their components

(2-index coefficients) and the transformation law for the latter. Since this
law [8, equation (2.2)] is identical with (5.22),29 all results concerning the

2- and 3-index coefficients of derivations of the tensor algebra over M and

the ones of derivations along tangent vectors in vector bundle ( )ME ,, π

coincide.

Thus, we have come to a very important conclusion: all of the results

of [15-17] concerning S-derivations, their components, and frames normal

for them are mutatis mutandis valid (as investigated in the present work)

for linear transports along paths, derivations along paths or along

tangent vector fields, their coefficients (or components), and the frames

(strong) normal for them in vector bundles with a differentiable manifold

as a base. The only change, if required, to transfer the results is to

replace the term ‘S-derivation’ with ‘derivation along tangent vector
fields’, or ‘derivation along paths’, or ‘linear transport along paths’ and,
possibly, the term ‘normal frame’ with ‘strong normal frame’.

Because of the widespread usage of covariant derivatives (linear
connections), we want to mention them separately regardless of the fact
that this case was completely covered in [15-17]. As a consequence of
(2.34), the covariant derivatives are linear derivations on the whole base

M (as well as on any its subset). Thus for them the condition (5.1) is

identically satisfied. Therefore, by Theorem 5.2, a covariant derivative (or
the corresponding parallel transport) admits normal frames on a

submanifold MU ⊆  iff (5.15) holds on U. Consequently, every covariant

                                                     
29 The transformation laws (2.30) and (5.4) can be considered, under certain conditions, as

special cases of (5.22).
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derivative admits normal frames at every point or along any given

smooth injective path. However, only the flat covariant derivatives on U

admit frames normal on U if U is a neighborhood ( ).dimdim MU =

Further general details concerning this important case can be found in
[17, Section 5].

In theoretical physics, we find applications of a number of linear
transports along paths [23]: parallel [34, 47], Fermi-Walker [12, 50],
Fermi [50], Truesdell [54, 55], Jaumann [44], Lie [12, 47], modified
Fermi-Walker and Frenet-Serret [3] etc. Our results are fully applicable
to all of them (see [23, Proposition 4.1]), in particular for all of them there
exist frames normal at a given point or/and along smooth injective paths.

We end with a few words about gravity. A comprehensive analysis,
based on [15-17], of the connections between gravity and normal frames
is given in [18]. The importance of the concept of ‘normal frame’ for
physics comes from the fact that it is the mathematical object
representing the physical concept of an ‘inertial frame’. Moreover, in [18]
we proved that the (strong) equivalence principle is a theorem according
to which these two types of frames coincide. Thus, we hope, the present
investigation may find applications in the further exploration of gravity.

The formalism developed in the present work can find natural
application in the theory of gauge fields [29], which mathematically are
linear connections, to whose coefficients our results are applicable.
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